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Abstract
Many different devices capable of spectral wavelength collection exist. Several require
dispersing incoming light with a grating or prism. Other devices employ sensors that only detect
light in a specific range. The device we propose is an array of individually tunable MEMS Fabry
Perot etalons capable of scanning from 400nm to 750nm as commanded. Typically when Fabry
Perot devices are used additional etalons are placed in series to reject extra modes that would
otherwise be passed by a single etalon. The extra modes are a result of the optical path length of
the etalon cavity. The device that is examined naturally rejects the extra modes without the need
for an extensive filtering scheme because the optical path length is held to ½ wavelength. Most
tunable MEMS designs use an electrostatic pull in method to control the cavity size. At these
distances snap-in can become an issue. The device proposed is thermally actuated. It starts with
an optical length of 200nm then grows to an optical length of 375nm through joule heating and
thermal expansion. The device has been modeled in COMSOL and shows even rise of the top
etalon mirror surface through a 175nm range of motion. The device can scan through the spectral
range and back at a frequency of 100Hz. Optical performance of the device has been modeled
and it does show the ability to select wavelengths throughout the entire visible range.
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Introduction

The selection of hardware for the collection of optical spectral image data depends on the project
requirements and equipment capabilities. In this paper we propose using an array of individually
tunable Fabry Perot etalons to sweep through a specified spectral range as tasked. This would
allow capture of the individual spectrum of a target object without the need for several different
detectors or the registration issues that are inherent to other designs. The other major advantage
of this type of array with spectral selection on command at each pixel is the decrease in
bandwidth necessary to gather the pertinent target tracking data. The current array designs
collect the entire hyperspectral cube. At times this data is excessive and collection is costly in
bandwidth and memory. The ability to collect the spectrum at only an individual pixel on
command, as the situation dictates, would decrease the total data collected and increase the ease
with which the data is transferred, stored and manipulated, without loss of tactical capability.
Several different schemes for spectrum collection currently exist. Individual detector elements
on space and airplane based sensors are designed to accept predetermined segments of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Depending on the sensor, the width of these spectral bands vary from
10nm on AVIRIS38 to between 60nm and 150nm in the visible on Landsat 7 37. The data
collected from each detector element is then registered to the same location on the ground. This
forms a hyperspectral or multispectral cube of image data. These data can then be analyzed to
determine material properties of the objects in the scene.
On the ground hand held sensors can be used to collect the spectrum reflected or emitted from
local objects such as gas emitted from a smoke stack or a species of plant in a field.

Devices

such as ASD Inc’s portable VIS/NIR spectrometer will collect the spectrum from a local object
from 350nm to 2500nm 39. To do this three different detectors are used. For the VNIR a
dispersive element is used to project the spectrum on to an array. The data can then be read from
the array elements and organized in to a single spectrum. In the SWIR two separate detectors are
1

used to collect different segments of the spectrum. The data is processed to complete the
spectrum of the object.39 The ASD Spectroraidometer scans the entire spectrum in 100ms.
Another hand held device is the Sherlock. This device also uses a dispersive element to separate
the wavelengths and project them on to a collection device. This device collects wavelengths
around a wavelength of 3 microns. The spectrum is assembled in post processing with
electronics and software. 40
This project is part of a AFOSR Discovery Challenge Thrust investigating adaptive multimodal
sensors. The requirement to have a sensor that collects different types of information as
commanded has been identified. To answer this requirement the proposed device will be an
array of sensors that are individually tunable over the visible range and commanded to collect
only the desired data. Although not investigated in this thesis the potential exists to overlay
polarizers on individual pixels.
The proposed device is an array of individually tunable MEMS (Micro-Electro Mechanical
Systems) Fabry Perot interferometers. A Fabry Perot interferometer works by creating a
resonant cavity for a specific wavelength(s) of light as determined by the optical path length
inside the cavity. The Fabry Perot is known for having the ability to select very narrow segments
of the spectrum as determined by the precision of the physical geometry of the device and the
order of the resonant mode selected.
Multimodal data can be obtained on one array using the concept of the super-pixel in which
individual pixels are grouped together for information gathering purposes. A super-pixel may be
composed of a group of 4 individual pixels. In a group of 4 one may be a wavelength selecting
Fabry Perot Interferometer the others may be polarization sensitive for 3 different polarities.
Using the super-pixel concept different modes of information could be obtained with one sensor
array.

2

2 Project Overview
2.1

Research Questions

This thesis will investigate the feasibility of an individually tunable MEMS device based on the
physics of the Fabry Perot interferometer. Assumptions are that the MEMS device will collect
in the visible region only. An array of such devices coupled with a detector array in an imaging
system could be individually taskable, thus able to acquire the spectrum of a single target as
commanded to search for a specific spectral signature at each pixel. Specifically the device
proposed is thermally actuated. This is unusual for an optical device because of the noise that
may be induced in the detector. The device will be modeled in COMSOL to investigate the
feasibility of thermal actuation in an array configuration.

2.2

Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to design and model a tunable Fabry Perot array in COMSOL and
to prove feasibility of the proposed design. The selection of the design, and materials should
ensure that the optical, thermal, mechanical and electrical properties are within realistic
parameters. The device should be designed to be manufacturable in the next phase of this
research. An investigation into the repeatability of motion, speed of tuning and the thermal crosstalk between pixels will also be accomplished as pixels must be individually tunable. As part of
proving the feasibility of the design the stresses and strains in the device will be looked at to
ensure they are not above material maximums.

2.3

Contributions to Knowledge

The contribution is the design and simulation of a novel thermal actuation method
for a single pixel MEMS Fabry-Perot Interferometer.

3

3 Device Theory
The physics behind the Fabry Perot device are well established. Airy derived the mathematical
description of light interference between two closely spaced parallel plates in a book he wrote in
1831.16 In 1897 Fabry and Perot, two physicists in France demonstrated the Fabry Perot device.
In the following years the team wrote many papers on the device and championed its versatility
and usefulness to the scientific community. 16

3.1

Fabry Perot Theory

When describing practical Fabry Perot devices, there are a few parameters of interest to
designers. These parameters are derived from the physics of light propagation and the material
properties. This first section will go through the derivation of the ideal Fabry Perot device.
The Fabry Perot device is based on light interference as described by Airy. The standard picture
used below is very similar to the one he drew in 183116

Figure 3.1-1: Fabry Perot Device

4

In figure 3.1-1 Ai is incident light, n is the index of refraction in the gap, r’ is the reflection
coefficient in to the etalon, t and t’ are the transmission coefficients in to and out of the etalon at
each surface, θ is the angle of incidence of the light from the normal and d is the distance
between the two sides of the etalon. This assumes that both sides of the etalon have the same
reflectivity.
Incident light Ai is either reflected or transmitted by the first surface. It is then bent according to
the index of refraction of the material in the gap. When it hits the second surface it is again
either reflected or transmitted. Light that is reflected back in to the gap travels to the other side
and is either reflected or transmitted. Light that is reflected again may be transmitted when it
again reaches the back of the etalon. The amplitude of the transmitted light is the sum of A1, A2
and A3........ Each transmitted wave has a slightly different phase than the other ones. The phase
difference is due to the longer optical path length acquired thru the multiple bounces between the
reflective surfaces. By tracing the light through the etalon mathematically the equation for the
total transmission of the etalon is derived.17
The phase gain of the light over one round trip inside the gap will be called δ. 17

(rad)

Eq. 3.1-1

The amplitude of each transmitted wave is below.
A1=Aitt’
A2=Aitr’2 t’eiδ
A3=Aitr’4 t’ei2δ
A4=…………
Sum the amplitudes of each transmitted part to get the amplitude of the total transmitted light.
5

A t= Aitt’ + Aitt’r’2eiδ + Aitt’r’4ei2δ +……………..
Simplify17

The desired value to describe the output of the etalon is the transmission which is generically
defined as power out/power in. The power in is the intensity I= Ai2
The ratio of the transmitted power to the incident power as stated in the Basic Physics and
Design of Etalons17is defined below in eq. 3.1-2.

Eq. 3.1-2

Notice that T the transmitted power is a unit less ratio dependent on the physical properties of the
materials, the incident angle, the geometry of the device, the index of refraction and the
wavelength of incident light. The transmission T is further simplified for ease of use below in
equation 3.1-3.

where

Eq. 3.1-3

In equation 3.1-3, R= r2 and is defined as the power reflectivity.17
In the above equation, taken from Precision Photonics17 F is known as the coefficient of finesse
as described in eq. 3.1-6. The equations for F and Cf are different because of the way different
authors define their reflectivity. Precision Photonics defines R as the reflectivity of the
individual mirror squared, while Photonic Microsystems squares the reflectivity of an individual
mirror in the coefficient of finesse equation. Both sources assume that the reflectivities of both
etalon mirrors are the same. This does not have to be the case in a real design.

6

Another more instructive way to write the transmission equation was given in Chapter 12 page
464 of Photonic Microsystems.18 Here R is the reflectivity of one side of the etalon and both
sides are assumed to have the same reflectivity.

Eq. 3.1-5

Where the coefficient of finesse is defined as

Eq. 3.1-6
From this definition of transmission it can be seen that when the sin2(2πnd/λ) goes to zero the
transmission goes to 1. This happens regardless of the reflectivity of the etalon. It is only a
function of n, d and λ.
This derivation is for an ideal etalon where there is no absorption. Therefore r2 + t2 =1. The final
transmission curve has a maximum of 1 when all light is transmitted and takes the shape of the
Airy function when plotted against frequency or wavelength.
The parameters of interest that are used to specify the capability of an etalon are derived from the
preceding derivation of transmitted intensity.

3.1.1

Free Spectral Range (FSR)

The free spectral range across the optical spectrum is of great interest. It is the distance between
transmission maximums. It can be specified in wavelength(nm), wave number (1/cm) or
frequency (Hz).
The derivation comes from the definition of the round trip phase gain of the light as it reflects in
the cavity. Transmission maximum occurs when m is an integer17
7

=2mπ

where m=0,1,2,3….

Eq. 3.1-7

Therefore, maxima occur anytime the product of (n*d *cos(θ)) is a multiple of the wavelength/2.
The distance between one maximum and the next is the FSR.
The formulae for the FSR are below:
Eq. 3.1-8 reference17

(Hz)

Eq. 3.1-9 reference41
f is known as the finesse and is defined in section 3.1-2.
FWHM is the full width half max of the selected peak.
The alternate definition of FSR is finesse times the width of the peak at half maximum. The FSR
can be defined in Hz or nm. The formulae work well for the definition in Hz. The formulae that
attempt to calculate the FSR in nanometers directly are inaccurate and will not be quoted here.
The FSR when graphed along a wavelength scale in nanometers is not constant. For example, in
the figure below the distance, when graphed in nm, from the first peak to the second peak and the
second peak to the third peak are not the same. For our purposes the FSR will be considered to

Figure 3.1-2: Free Spectral Range and FWHM
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be the distance from the desired peak to the next nearest peak in the visible range in nm.
Nanometer definitions translate quickly and easily to physical distances in the device.
Figure 3.1-2 shows the FSR for a gap distance of 500nm, an index of refraction of 1.47, an
incidence angle of 0 degrees and a reflectivity of .9. Notice that there is 100 percent
transmission at 735nm but there are also secondary undesired peaks at 367nm and 490nm. The
concept of FSR that is useful to us is in nm and the value will vary depending on the chosen
peaks. In this case it is 735nm-490nm=245nm. The finesse as defined in equation 3.1-10 is
29.8. The FSR in Hz from equation 3.1-8 is 2.04e14 (Hz) and the FWHM in Hz from equation
3.1-9 is 6.8e12(Hz).
3.1.2

Finesse (f)

The finesse is another quantity used to describe the Fabry Perot etalon. It is a measure of the
sharpness of the transmission peak. It compares the FSR to the FWHM in the Airy profile.
Eq. 3.1-10 reference41

Notice the finesse, like the coefficient of finesse, is dependent only on R. Higher reflectivity
leads to higher finesse.
Finesse can also be calculated by dividing the FSR/FWHM. Plotting reflectivity vs. finesse
allows visualization of the finesse parameter. Notice that to get finesse above 20 the reflectivity
must be above .85.
Finesse vs Reflectivity
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Figure 3.1-3: Finesse is dependent only on the reflectivity of the mirrored surfaces. Finesse is not linear.
In order to achieve a reasonable finesse, over 20, the reflectivity must be over .85.
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The materials selected to construct the mirror surfaces determine the reflectivity. From the
reflectivity a number for finesses can be calculated using equation 3.1-10. This reflectivity sets
the maximum finesse for the device. This assumes that reflectivity is constant throughout the
spectral range of interest. By switching to the FSR/FWHM definition of finesse we can see that
to obtain the maximum finesse possible for the selected reflectivity a balancing act between FSR
and FWHM must be accomplished.

Ideally a large FSR and a small FWHM are desired.

Increasing the FSR and decreasing the FWHM both cause finesse to increase but finesse is
ultimately limited by the reflectivity therefore a compromise between FSR and FWHM must be
reached.
3.2

Practical Considerations

It is beneficial to examine the available parameters to gain an understanding of how changing
each one will affect the transmission profile of the Fabry Perot device. To demonstrate each
parameter the equations have been entered in to Matlab and plotted.

3.2.1

Index of Refraction, Distance Product

In the transmission formula the index of refraction is multiplied by the distance. This is known as
the optical path length. The n*d product is inside the sin term which determines the wavelength
where the transmission peak will occur.

Eq. 3.1-5

In this formula R is the reflection coefficient of the individual mirror assuming that both mirrors
have the same reflectivity.13 Because the index of refraction and the distance are of equal weight
in the formula either can be varied to change the transmitted wavelength. This has been
considered in some commercial designs where adjustable Fabry Perot devices have been made
by alteration of the index of refraction inside the etalon instead of the spacing of the etalon walls.
These devices have the advantage of no moving parts and are thus less sensitive to vibration.
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Another consideration is that replacing air in the gap of a mechanical etalon with another gas will
change the index of refraction and thus the wavelength selected. Other gasses such as Nitrogen
(n=1.00027 @500nm) or Argon (n=1.00026 @500nm)42 could be sealed inside the device.
These changes in index of refraction are so small as to not be worth the effort of using a gas
other than air.
In the proposed device the etalon gap will be filled with air. The refractive index of air is shown
below at standard temperature and pressure (STP). It varies from 1.00028276 at 400nm to
1.00027539 at 750nm.19

Figure 3.2-1: Graph of index of refraction of air as it varies with wavelength at STP 19

The index of refraction variations across the visible region are small and we can assume a
constant index of refraction. Temperature changes of the medium inside the gap will also change
the index of refraction and thus the anticipated transmitted wavelength. Changes due to
temperature are anticipated to be so small they will not be a factor.54 For example, the index of
refraction of air at 20C at 500nm is 1.000273781. As the temperature increases the index of
refraction decreases so at 100C and 500nm the index of refraction is 1.000200269.54 Ultimately,
the change in index of refraction due to increase in air temperature will be irrelevant. Even a
change in index of refraction from n=1.00027 to n=1 will not be noticed. At a gap distance of
250nm the wavelength selected will be 500nm for an index of refraction of 1. When the index of
11

refraction changes to 1.00028 the wavelength selected will be 500.14nm. This change is below
the sensitivity of the proposed device.
Transmission Curve
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Figure 3.2-2: Transmission curve with n=1.00028 and
a gap distance of 500nm

3.2.2

Reflectivity

The reflectivity of the sides of the cavity has exclusive control over the finesse.
Eq. 3.1-10
Shown below are three curves that represent reflectivities of 50 percent, 75 percent and 90
percent at a wavelength of 600 nm and a gap distance of 300nm. As reflectivity decreases the
curve broadens and the peak becomes less selective.
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Change in Transmission with Reflectivity
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Figure 3.2-3: Transmission curve to show how finesse changes with reflectivity

Current remote sensing devices have spectral bandwidths of anywhere from 10nm to 200nm.37, 38
The proposed device will aim for a spectral bandwidth of 15nm. In order to achieve this in the
ideal case the reflectivity will need to be greater than 91 percent as determined by changing the
variables and plotting in Matlab. There are two ways to achieve this reflectivity: one is to use
slivered surfaces, the other is to us Bragg dielectric mirrors. Of course, a combination of the two
could also be used.
The reflectivity of metallic surfaces varies with wavelength and material used. The curves are
well known. Curves for typical metals used in MEMS processing and their variation in
reflectivity with wavelength are shown below.

Figure 3.2-4: Reflectivity of Al, Au and Ag with wavelength20
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It can be seen from this graph that both Sliver and Aluminum have a consistent reflectivity over
90% in the visible region from 400nm to 750nm. Either metal could be used for the Fabry Perot
device.
In some devices Bragg dialectic mirrors are used instead of the traditional metalized surface. In
a Bragg mirror materials with large differences in indices of refraction are layered. The layers
are designed to reflect a specific wavelength or bandpass. They can have very high reflectivity
of over 99 percent depending on the selection of materials and the number of layers. 20
3.2.3

Free Spectral Range

The FSR is determined by the optical path length of the etalon. A large path length will allow
many more transmission peaks than a small optical path length (OPL). The location of the peaks
is determined by the half wavelengths that will fit inside the cavity.
For example if the OPL is 500nm then a 500nm wave will fit and be transmitted. But a
wavelength of 333nm will be transmitted too. 1 ½ waves of 333nm light fit inside the cavity.
Also, 1000nm light will be passed as ½ wave of the 1000nm light will fit inside the cavity.
From a practical standpoint extra potential peaks below 400nm and above 800nm will not be
considered an issue. Reflectivity of sliver drops off below 400nm so any light below that will not
resonate strongly in the cavity.20 The proposed device will use a standard silicon based
photodiode. Therefore, longer wavelengths above roughly 1.1µm cannot be collected because
silicon does not efficiently absorb these wavelengths.46 Because the gap will be air filled with an
index of refraction close to 1 the only way to vary the OPL is by changing the distance between
the plates. Since there is more than one gap distance that will generate a transmission peak at a
specific wavelength the choices should be examined.
Any gap big enough to fit ½ a wavelength or multiples of ½ wavelengths will transmit those
wavelengths. To transmit wavelengths from 400nm to 750nm the gap distance could be varied
14

from 400nm to 750nm. This would work well with no extra peaks in the visible range until the
gap reaches 600nm. At this distance a second peak at 400nm also transmits. If this happens it
will be impossible to tell which wavelength has been received. Any gap larger than 600nm will
have the effect of transmitting extra peaks.
It is also possible to transmit peaks from 400nm to 750nm with gap sizes ranging from 200nm to
375nm. This choice of spacing eliminates the extra peaks and is able to produce the required
FSR but it requires even finer tuning of the mechanical gap and may affect overall performance.
There are other implications of this choice low order operation that will be discussed in the
chapter 3 summary.

3.3

Overview of Thin Film Analysis

This section gives a brief overview of thin film analysis. The scale of the proposed device is
such that the support materials and reflecting surfaces can be analyzed as if they are thin films.
This is a specialty unto itself and there are several good books on the subject. The main
references for this section will be Thin Film Optical Filters by MacLeod53 and Optical Coatings
by CVI Melles Griot.50
3.3.1

Thin Film Analysis Basic Theory

There are different types of thin films designed for many different purposes, high reflectivity, no
reflectivity and a range of transmission and bandwidth requirements. The basic principles are
the same. The analysis is based on Fresnel’s laws. Some assumptions are made to simplify the
analysis. Scattering will not be considered. Absorption will initially be considered negligible
and polarization is not a factor.
At each interface where there is a change in index of refraction light is either reflected or
transmitted. Reflection at each interface can be calculated according to the simplified Fresnel’s
law.50
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Eq. 3.3-1
n1 – index of refraction of the first material
n2- index of refraction of the second material
Light travels from the first material to the second material
It is assumed that some of the light will reflect at the first boundary at where the atmosphere and
the film touch, according to Fresnel’s law, and some will refract. The light that enters the film
will again reflect or transmit through the back of the film. The part that reflects back and
continues through to the initial surface will interfere with the incoming light.
If the reflection from the back surface of the thin film can be made to match the amplitude of the
reflection from the front surface of the thin film and be 180 degrees out of phase with the front
surface reflection, then the interference of the two reflections sums to zero and all light is
transmitted. This is the basis of an anti-reflection coating. 50 This is typically done by ensuring
that the optical thickness of the film is λ/4 to ensure destructive interference with 180 degree
round trip phase shift between the two reflections at the first surface. To ensure that the second
reflection is the correct amplitude the changes in the indices of refraction from the air to the thin
film and the thin film to the substrate must be carefully chosen to satisfy equation 3.3-2.50
Difficulties in satisfying the equation stem from the limited choice of materials with suitable
mechanical and optical properties.

Eq. 3.3-2

In some respects thin film analysis is very similar to the analysis of the Fabry Perot cavity with
the appropriate reflection coefficients at each boundary. If the film has the correct optical path
length and is bordered on each side by other films that create reflective stacks, then a Fabry Perot
cavity is created. This principle is often used in the design of non-tunable Fabry Perot cavities.
Thin film cavity design can achieve very good wavelength selectivity and high finesse. This was
16

demonstrated by a group in Portugal9 that created an array of 11 layer thin film Fabry Perots and
were able to differentiate peaks 8nm apart.
The option of using a multilayer Bragg reflector has been ruled out for this thesis. Although the
thin film Bragg reflector can achieve higher transmission then a metal mirror it is difficult to
create a wide bandpass reflector with few layers. Multiple layers would be required and would
complicate the manufacturing. The other consideration is that this Fabry Perot device will be
thermally actuated and subjecting a multi-layered construction to rapid temperature changes is
likely to create separation or warping of the layers. Even though the Bragg reflector has been
ruled out it is still necessary to understand thin film principles as the metal mirror is a thin film
and the support structure of the mirror will also have an OPL small enough for thin film analysis
principles.
The metal selected for the mirror is silver. The optical properties of thin film silver have been
studies in depth. BOC coating technology in Fairfield CA53 presented this graph in figure 3.3-1
of the reflectance and transmission properties of films 20.3nm thick and less. At thicknesses of
20.3nm the absorption is under 2%

Figure 3.3-1: Reflection and Transmission of Thin Film Silver53
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For example using numbers from the Refractive Index Database51 some rough calculations of the
expected reflectivities and the theoretical finesse of the Fabry Perot can be made.
The absorption in the metal is controlled by the metal thickness and the absorption coefficient.
The absorption coefficient51 for silver is 7.33e5 1/cm. Assuming an exponential fall of intensity
through the thickness of the metal use:

=.0145. For a thickness of

20nm the absorption is 1.45%.
Thickness of silver= 20 nm
Absorption =.0145
Transmission51 =.23072
Reflection =(1-Transmission-Absorption)=.75478
Maximum Finesse= 10.88
When the absorption is incorporated into the Fabry Perot formula the transmission decreases by a
factor of

where Ts and As are the transmission and absorption of the thin film.

The main Fabry Perot transmission equation can be modified to include the absorption as noted
in Thin Film Optical Filters 4th edition page 214. 52

Eq. 3.3-3

For a 20nm film the transmission will be multiplied by a factor of .88 from the first term of the
transmission equation. The finesse will decrease because of the decrease in reflectance to 75%.
The best theoretical transmission peak with these parameters is shown below.
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Figure 3.3-2: The transmission peak widens when reflectivity decreases to .75 and lowers when absorption is
considered. Theoretical ransmission curve for 20nm thick silver.

If a coating thickness of 50nm is assumed the numbers change as shown below.
Absorption = .0359
Transmission51 = .02
Reflection = (1-Transmission-Absorption) = .9455
Maximum Finesse = 50
For a 50nm film the transmission will be multiplied by a factor of .128. The predicted finesse
based on the reflectivity is 50.7.
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Figure 3.3-3: The transmission of the Fabry Perot has dropped to .128 but the peak has become sharper
with a FWHM of 23nm
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The relationship between R, T and A of silver is complicated as the variables do not change in
nicely predictable ways as the thickness of the layer increases. To get more precise predictions
computerized calculations of the maximum finesse of a Fabry Perot cavity with silver mirrors
were done by MacLeod.52 The graph below in figure 3.3.1-4 shows the expected Transmission
vs. finesse for a Fabry Perot interferometer at different theoretical absorptions and also for silver
at measured at 550nm.52

Figure 3.3-4: Maximum theoretical finesse of a Fabry Perot built with silver mirrors. As is the absorption
of the thin film used as a reflector for the Fabry Perot cavity.

The transmission for silver mirrors reaches a maximum of roughly .75 with a finesse of about 20.
Finesses higher than 20 are theoretically achievable but the transmission drops very rapidly.
Unfortunately McLeod did not specify the thickness of the silver that was analyzed as the finesse
changed.
Although a maximum theoretical transmission of over .7 is predicted here the surveyed MEMS
devices with metal mirrors only achieve transmission of 10-20 percent.10, 13
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3.4

Chapter 3 Summary

The purpose of going through the derivations and examining the variables individually is to gain
an understanding of how the device works. This understanding of the limitations, of the physics,
will help to define the capabilities of the completed device and what physical pieces need to be
in place to achieve the desired transmission profile. In this chapter the main parameters of
interest have been described. By individually varying each, we can see the numbers that must be
met to achieve the correct transmission and start to define the design.
The finesse (f) is a measure of the sharpness of the transmission peak. The finesse is controlled
exclusively by the reflectivity of the sides of the etalon. To achieve a bandwidth of 15nm, to be
competitive with currently available devices, the reflectivity must be over .91. To achieve a
reflectivity of over .91 a Bragg mirror, Al or Ag could be used.
For a device with an air gap the OPL is controlled by the distance of the gap. The changes in the
index of refraction of the air with wavelength or temperature are negligible. Therefore, the key to
controlling the transmission peak is to precisely control the gap distance.
The Free Spectral Range (FSR) is the distance between the transmitted peaks. The larger the gap
(OPL) the smaller the FSR will be. To guarantee a single unique peak in the desired range of
400nm-750nm the OPL must vary from 200nm to 375nm. Trying to vary the OPL from 400nm
to 750nm will result in secondary peaks in the desired transmission region. This also assumes
that the incident light is normal to the device or cos(θ)=1. A requirement of this device is that
light will arrive at normal incidence to the mirror.
A limitation of using a gap spacing this close is that the Fabry Perot device will be operating
with the lowest possible order. This has an inherent effect of widening the transmission peak. To
demonstrate this, the following graphs are presented.
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Figure 3.4-1: Wavelength vs. Transmission for ideal the Fabry Perot etalon
showing the FWHM of the lowest order peak to be 23nm. Precisely ½ wavelength
of 600nm light will resonate in the cavity as designed.

If the gap is expanded by a factor of 10 to 3000nm then many multiples of ½ wavelength of
several different wavelengths will resonate in the cavity as shown below in figure 3.4-2.
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Figure 3.4-2: Higher order transmission leads to a sharper resonant peak.
Ten half wavelengths of 600nm light will resonate in the 3000nm cavity. The
theoretical FWHM of the peak at 600nm is now 2.4nm.
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This should be noted as a limitation to the proposed design. The FWHM of the peak is large for
this MEMS design when compared to the macro scale devices that show impressive selectivity.
Ultimately the narrow FWHM that is achievable with higher order operation was traded for a
large FSR that covers the entire visible range.
There are some assumptions that have been made in the derivation of an ideal Fabry Perot that
will become challenges in the construction of a real device. One assumption is that the plates are
perfectly parallel and flat. This may be difficult to achieve. A device with a tilted plate will
widen the transmission peak and make the gap larger and smaller than expected while allowing
more wavelengths through than desired. A reflective surface that has imperfections will also
affect the transmission curve. Losses due to scattering may be induced. In this case we may
expect a lower transmission peak. The other large assumption that was made is that there are no
losses or absorption involved. Any absorption will decrease the transmission peak.
Physical environmental issues that are not part of an ideal situation must also be considered for a
real device. Temperature may affect the indices of refraction or how quickly the device can
respond. Increased temperature is also a determining factor in the amount of noise in an imaging
system. Vibration may cause the gap to change and lead to inaccurate readings. Hysteresis
effects may cause the device to go out of calibration. A feedback circuit may need to be devised
to allow accurate readout of the precise gap distance.
These are just a few of the factors that must be considered in the design. More will become
evident as material, device geometry and actuation method are determined.
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4 Current Fabry Perot Devices

This chapter summarizes devices in production, at universities and patents given that utilize
Fabry Perot etalon physics. Creative applications of these devices include communication,
temperature sensors and pressure sensors.
Fabry Perot etalons or interferometers are widely used in industry for precise wavelength
selection and tuning. In the communications industry etalons are used for wavelength
multiplexing and de-multiplexing. In section 4.1 we survey several products on the market based
on the physics of the Fabry Perot etalon. These devices vary in size, free spectral range (FSR),
finesse, wavelength, design and many other factors. In section 4.2 we examine proposed devices
at the micro scale that are not in commercial production and in section 4.3 we look at some
patented devices.

4.1

Summary of Commercial Devices in Production

Production devices are generally over 2mm x 2mm in size and have a large range of
specifications, capabilities and applications. Devices from five different companies are outlined
below as examples of current production capability.
4.1.1

Light Machinery Inc.

At least six different types of small Fabry Perot etalons are offered by Light Machinery, Inc.
including customizable options. A list of some of the smaller ones is given below with
specifications that can be used for comparison. Light Machinery also manufactures much larger
devices which were not covered in this paper.1
1. Uncoated solid blocks of silicon can be used as etalons. These are
cylindrical and have a finesse of up to 2.5 with a free spectral range (FSR) of
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up to 10GHz and a diameter of 25.4mm. The wavelength range is 1.2um to
6.3um depending on the size of the device.
2. A similar device made out of Zerodur which has more stable thermal
properties than silicon can be made. This device is 4mm x 5mm x 4 to 10mm.
It is not solid but is air spaced with a finesse of 6 and a FSR of 25GHz to
200GHz. The wavelength range is 1400nm to 1600nm. 1
3. Fused silica is a common material for these etalons. It can be formed in to
thin coated disks 1” in diameter. These disks have a finesse of 6 and a
wavelength range of 450nm to 650nm depending on manufacturing
specifications. 1
4. Fused Silica is used as the base for Light Machinery’s micro etalon. The
etalons produced are uncoated 2mm x 4mm chips. They have a finesse of .7
and a FSR of 335GHz to 4023GHz. They are used in the visible region of the
spectrum.1
5. 5mm or ½” dia etalon disks can also be made out of YAG (Yttrium
Aluminum Garnett). These devices have a finesse of 1 and a FSR of 82GHz to
3300GHz. They are used for the 250nm to 4um range. 1
6. Light machinery has several tunable Fabry Perot options. The smallest of
these is the Piezo Tunable Etalon. It is 25 mm in diameter and has a 4mm
clear aperture made from fused silica. It is air spaced with a gap tunable from
-4um to +12um from the specified gap distance. Customer specified gaps can
be from 50um to 8mm. It is voltage controlled from -30 to 150V. The finesse
is customer specified between 1 and 30. 1
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Figure 4.11: Light Machinery Devices (top 1, 2, 3) (bottom 4, 5, 6)1

4.1.2

Scientific Solutions, Inc.

Scientific Solutions, Inc. (SSI) offers large (10mm to 152mm diameter) tunable Liquid Crystal
Fabry Perot filters.2 Wavelength regions from 500nm to 1400nm are available. Air gap Fabry
Perot filters are available in sizes up to 6”. All filters are voltage controlled. Air gap Fabry
Perot filters work in wavelength regions from visible to the long wave infared. “SSI has built
tunable filters with gaps as small as 3 microns and as large as 6cm.” 12
Scientific Solutions, Inc. has also developed small tunable Liquid Crystal Fabry Perot (LCFP)
etalons. In 2009 they won the R&D 100 award for their Segmented Tunable Filter using their
solid state liquid crystal technology with a space qualified design. The segmented filter was
designed with funding from a research grant from the Missile Defense Agency. The device has
multiple independently tunable filters on one substrate.

3

Figure 4.1-1 SSI Segmented Tunable Filter3
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SSI uses a liquid crystal filler in the Fabry Perot gap. This allows adjustment of the selected
wavelength by means of a change in voltage without actual mechanical movement of the cavity
walls. The index of refraction of the liquid crystal changes as the voltage changes but only in one
polarization direction. To use this device a polarization filter must be inserted before the Fabry
Perot to reject the non-tunable polarization orientation. Also the angle of incidence of the light
must be restricted. The graph below shows the theoretical response from a single LCFP for light
of normal incidence. If a larger free spectral range (FSR) is desired SSI recommends inserting a
suppression etalon (etalon with smaller gap) in series with a resolving etalon (etalon with larger
gap). This configuration will result in a system with a FSR of the smaller etalon and a spectral
resolution of the larger etalon, where spectral resolution is defined as the FSR divided by the
fineness.11

Figure 4.1-2 Output from a liquid crystal Fabry Perot with constant voltage and a 3µm gap11

Figure 4.1-3: Specification of finesse for the SSI LCFP device12
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4.1.3

TechOptics, Inc.

TechOptics, Inc. offers several different non-tunable designs made of fused silica, Zerodur, and
ULE.(ultra low expansion) Sizes range from 2mm to 100mm. Styles available include solid, air
spaced, micro etalons and deposited etalons. The micro etalons are as small as 4mm x 2mm x
3mm and have a finesse of up to 100. These are available for standard fiber optics
communications wavelengths. 4
4.1.4

Precision Photonics, Inc.

Precision Photonics, Inc. manufactures solid and air spaced etalons. Custom solid etalons are as
small as 1mm x 1mm and are made from fused silica. The finesse is as high as 20 with a FSR of
25GHz to 100GHz. The operating wavelength can be user specified but standard wavelengths
are from 1520nm to 1630nm.5

Figure4.1-4: Precision Photonics Etalons

4.1.5

Micron Optics, Inc.

Micron Optics, Inc. offers Fiber Fabry Perot Tunable Filters. The design of these is different
than all previously discussed Fabry Perot devices. The same physics is involved but this time the
cavity is created by gap between the ends of two fibers. Different generations of the devices are
available. Specifically the FFP-TP2 is tunable from 1260nm to 1620nm. It is voltage controlled
with 18 to 70 V. The FSR is fixed between 100GHZ and 45,000GHz. Finesse up to 16,000 can
be achieved although standard values are between 10 and 4000.

6
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Figure 4.1-5: Micron Optics Fiber Fabry Perot

4.1.6

Summary of Commercial Products

Commercial Fabry Perot devices have a wide range of uses in optics, astronomy and
communications to name a few areas. The commercial devices listed and other ones available
are typically made out of fused silica. The index of refraction of the material and dimensions of
the device determine the selectable wavelength. Challenges cited by manufacturers include
environmental, temperature and vibration sensitivity. Quality specifications of interest include
parallelism, flatness, reflectivity and tuning time.
Micronoptics,Inc. with fiber Fabry-Perots for communications, specifies an operating
temperature range from -20 to 80ºC. Scan rates are up to 800 GHz with a tuning range of
1280nm to 1620nm.6 Devices are “thermally stable” and “shock resistant” although no
specifications were given.
SSI tests their LCFP devices for spectral stability, reflectivity, thermal stability, space
qualification vibration sturdiness and light throughput. The 2009 SSI brochure goes through the
Fabry Perot derivation and states that:
“To use the Fabry-Perot etalon as a filter, it is customary to restrict the incidence
angle of the radiation to match that of the innermost ring, or spectral element.
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The resulting field-of-view (FOV) is given by
spectral resolution of the etalon.”

where δλ is the

12

Our proposed device would also require restriction of the radiation incidence angle to ensure the
proper readout of the device.
Light Machinery, Inc. offers to build custom etalons and meet customer specifications of FSR,
finesse and transmission. They cite a fluid jet polishing system that can create optics with less
than 10nm of rms surface variation. 1 Their standard products have surface flatness between λ/10
to λ/100.
Precision Photonics, Inc. cites a surface reflectance of 43% with a tolerance of +/-2% and
“optical thickness accuracies of +/- 1nm.” Standard operating temperature is 25 degrees C. No
charts were given on how the output varies with temperature.
TechOptics, Inc. specifies parallelism and flatness of all sizes of etalons at λ/100.
The macro scale etalons are interesting in that they are often just blocks of transparent material
with two precisely parallel and flat end surfaces. In many of these devices there is no reflective
coating applied. This is very different from the devices in the next section. In section 4.3 we
will review some of the MEMS devices found in journal articles and other publications. We will
also note some of the specifications of interest of these devices.
The keys to constructing a commercial Fabry Perot device are high reflectivity, high
transmission and good etalon stability. High reflectivity leads to precise wavelength selectivity.
Maximum transmission is needed to prevent signal loss. Stability is necessary for long and short
term reliability. Etalon stability is difficult to achieve with a tuneable device which is why most
commercial devices are not tunable.
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4.2

Products in Development

Universities and businesses have dabbled with many designs utilizing Fabry Perot etalons for a
variety of applications such as biological fluid analysis, 9 pressure transducers, 8 and imaging. 14
This section is a brief overview of some of the more recent and interesting applications and
creative constructions of Fabry Perot filters found in journals, papers and other publications.

4.2.1

Infotonics Inc.

Infotonics, Inc. based in Canandaigua, NY has presented an electrostatically actuated version of
a Fabry Perot array. The device presented is pictured below. It is a tightly packed honeycomb
array of tunable Fabry Perot pixels about 1mm in diameter each. The array is about 12mm. This
entire array is tuned as a group instead as individual pixels. The company advertises UV through
NIR imaging capability although no graphs of output spectrum were given.14 The commercial
sector targeted for this type of device is broad. Conceived users include the military, medical
imaging, environmental protection, homeland security and space based imaging areas.14

Figure 4.2-1: Left: Image of Fabry Perot pixels in honeycomb array with top mirror made of Silver, Right:
Completed device14

This is device is similar to the proposed device in that the array is tunable. The differences are
that the pixels are not individually tunable and they are much larger than the pixels of the
proposed array.
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4.2.2

Array of Highly Selective Fabry Perot Optical Channels for Biological Fluid Analysis
by Optical Absorption Using a White Light Source for Illumination

A group at Delf University in the Netherlands in conjunction with the University of Minho in
Portugal have presented a non-tunable MEMS Fabry Perot design.9 The design involves using
microfluidics to expose a biological sample to reagents and light. Different biomolecules have
different absorption maximum. For example, urea has an absorption maximum at 536nm,
hemoglobin at 544nm, β glucuronidase peaks at 552nm and bilirubin peaks at 560nm. Note that
this design is for the visible part of the spectrum and the overall wavelength range of interest for
a total of 16 different selected biomolecules is 480nm to 600nm. Also a very narrow selection
peak of the FP filter is required as absorption peaks of the different molecules are typically only
8nm apart.

Figure 4.2-2: Side view of one element, Artist drawing of entire device with the glass channels
mounted on a chip and the Fabry Perot filters mounted on the glass. 9

Three options for wavelength selection were considered: Fabry Perot with metallic mirrors,
Fabry Perot with dielectric mirrors and a dielectric multilayer structure. The authors decided that
a Fabry Perot with dielectric mirrors would be appropriate for this application. The Fabry Perot
dielectric mirror configuration promises “high reflectivity with low absorption loss.”9 The
design involves creating a 16 element array of Fabry Perot dielectric mirrors such that each
element is sensitive to the specific peak absorption wavelength of each biomolecule. The
choices of materials for the dielectric FP are SiO2 with n roughly equal to 1.5 and TiO2 with n
roughly equal to 3. These materials have widely different n and well know manufacturing
processes. The device was simulated and it was determined that each dielectric mirror would
require five layers. The Fabry Perot cavity is a layer of SiO2 that has a different thickness for
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each filter. The array of filters is shown below in Figure 4.2-3. Figure 4.2-4 is a table that lists
the thicknesses of each layer of each of the 16 filters.

Figure 4.2-3: Array of Fabry Perot Filters

Figure 4.2-4: Layers 1 thru 5 and 7 thru 11 are the top and bottom dielectric mirrors and are constant for
each of the 16 elements. Layer 6 acts as the cavity and changes thickness to adjust the wavelength of each
array element.

The Fabry Perot array is deposited on the glass die using ion beam deposition. The photo
detector is composed of the n and p doped silicon. The channel for the fluid which is 1mm wide
by 500um deep is etched directly over the detector. The Fabry Perot device is deposited directly
on the glass die with the thickness of each layer given in the chart in figure 4.2-4.
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The completed device had a measured spectral response shown in Figure 4.2-5.

Figure 4.2-5: Measured response of each of sixteen filters

Variation in the peak responsivity is attributed to the spectral responsivity of the integrated photo
diode. The light sensitive silicon is below the glass channel and built as part of the total device.
This device is a good example of a non-tunable Fabry Perot array with Bragg reflectors. It has
sharp transmission peaks necessary for reliable differentiation of light only 8 nm apart. It
demonstrates the high selectivity of which the Fabry Perot is capable. The drawback of this
device is that it is only good for specific applications where the desired wavelength is known
ahead of time.
4.2.3

Tunable Fabry Perot Micromachined Interferometer Experiments and Modeling

A group from Bucharest, Romania demonstrated a variety of electrostatically tunable Fabry
Perot Interferometers in 2004. 10 The device is built as one micromachined piece. On the bottom
a photo diode is created by doping the substrate. Above the photo diode the bottom stationary
mirror is deposited. The bottom stationary mirror is a .282µm layer of polysilicon with a layer of
Si3N4 on top. Above that a sacrificial layer is created and a top mirror of doped polysilicon is
deposited. The sacrificial layer is removed and the gap is created. To create movement a
voltage is applied to the bottom mirror and the top mirror is deflected. A cross section of the
basic design is shown in figure 4.2-6. Figure 4.2-7 shows 4 different mechanical configurations
for top mirror support and shape. The mirror in the top left (a) is 100µm x100µm.
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Figure 4.2-6: Cross section of basic electrostatic design. The top mirror and
the bottom mirror surfaces are made of the doped poly-Si.

Figure 4.2-7: SEM images of four different configurations for the mechanical
support of the top mirror10

With no voltage applied the gap between the mirrors is 750nm. The thickness of the top mirror
is designed to be an even multiple of λ/4n where λ is 800nm and n is the index of refraction of
polysilicon which is given as 3.55. Figure 4.2-8 shows some interesting results of the simulated
optical properties of the tunable Fabry Perot. Three gap distances were simulated in each chart
as noted above each peak. In the chart on the left the top mirror was just the doped polysilicon.
In this case the peak transmission was 60% while the FWHM of the peaks were 12.2nm, 13.2nm
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and 16nm. The chart on the right side of figure 4.2-8 shows a simulation of the optical properties
of the same device with a gold coating applied the top mirror. The result was a dramatic decrease
in the transmission but an in increase in wavelength selectivity as shown by the decreased
FWHM of the peaks on the right side of figure 4.2-8.

Figure 4.2-8: (Left) Transmission characteristics for three different gap sizes for the doped polysilicon top mirror
(500nm). (Right) Transmission characteristics for three different gap sizes for the gold coated top mirror. (Polysilicon
500nm Gold 40nm)

The mechanical properties of the mirror arrangement in figure 4.2-7 were analyzed. A voltage of
7V causes the top mirror to deflect .366µm. Because of the mechanical arrangement, bending of
the top mirror occurs as it is pulled towards the bottom mirror. The bending of the top mirror
must not exceed λ/8 for the optical requirements to be satisfied.
This paper presented the output for gaps of 1490nm to 1700nm for wavelengths from 750nm to
850nm. At the gaps stated there should be more than one peak in the visible range. Only one
was reported because the wavelength range graphed in fig 4.2-8 only shows a very limited
wavelength range. With the gap distances this device operates at it will not have the ability to
differentiate individual peaks as would be necessary when building a hyperspectral cube over the
entire visible range. The choice of a polysilicon mirror and/or a gold coated polysilicon mirror
restricts the wavelength range to the upper part of the visible spectrum. Gold has low reflectivity
at wavelengths below 550nm.20
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4.2.4

Fabry Perot Based Pressure Transducers

In 1995 Youngming Kim and Dean Neikirk designed and built a pressure sensor based on Fabry
Perot physics.8 The diagram is shown below. The device was designed to be imbedded into fluid
filled systems to directly sense changes in pressure. Notice that this device does not use a
photodiode. Instead the designers have chosen to directly insert a fiber in to the structure behind
the bottom Fabry Perot mirror. As the device senses pressure the bottom mirror deflects. This
changes the transmittance and the reflectance of the Fabry Perot etalon. The device was tested
with pressures from 0- 20 psi which changed the gap distance from 570nm to 870nm and a HeNe laser at 633nm. The authors were able to detect pressure changes to within 2% of full scale.

Figure 4.2-9: Fabry Perot pressure sensor8
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4.2.5

Uncooled Tunable LWIR Microbolometer

In 2003 the US Army contracted with the University of Minnesota for an uncooled LWIR
detector design.13 The final design is shown below in figure 4.2-10. It is a tunable Fabry Perot
cavity.

Figure 4.2-10: LWIR Microbolometer

Normally in the visible range the Fabry Perot is used to transmit selected light through a cavity
to a photodiode or fiber on the back side of the bottom mirror. This microbolometer device
collects wavelengths from 8.7 to 11.1 um. The radiation enters the device through the top plate.
The top sensing plate is made of Germanium and coated with Chromium. Some of the LWIR is
absorbed when it hits the top plate and never enters the cavity. The VIS and other parts of the
spectrum that are not selected by the cavity are reflected from the device. The bottom plate is
designed to be a quarter wave distributed Bragg reflector centered at 10um. This in combination
with the cavity size selects the wavelength that is resonant in the cavity. The selected LWIR is
reflected back up to the top sensing plate and absorbed. The absorption of LWIR changes the
temperature of the top plate and therefore the resistance. This change in resistance can be
measured.
The 100um x 100um top plate is electrostatically controlled to maintain a gap between 4.5 and
6.4um. The flatness is λ/16. This device has the ability to select LWIR in one of two modes. As
the voltage is varied from 0 – 42V the top plate moves closer to the bottom plate and the
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resonant wavelength varies from 11.1um to 8.7um. The FWHM of the absorbed signal is
roughly 1.5 um in this mode. In the second mode the actuation voltage is turned up to 45V and
the top plate moves down as far as mechanically possible. In this mode it collects a broader
spectrum as the FWHM increases to 2.83um and the peak is centered at 11.3um.
This clever implementation of a Fabry Perot as a bolometer uses the Bragg reflector and
electrostatic actuation. Two very common tools in MEMS Fabry Perot design. The authors did
go in to a lengthy description of their method of “snap-in” avoidance. “Snap-in” is a big
problem with these electrostatic designs.
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4.2.6

Bulk micromachined tunable Fabry-Perot microinterferometer for the visible spectral
range

This paper from Delft University in the Netherlands demonstrates a tunable Fabry Perot device.15
It is manufactured in two pieces. The materials used were: silver (selected for high reflectivity in
the visible range), silicon (as the base material), silicon nitride (structural support for the
mirrors), poly-silicon (for spacers) and Al (conduction paths for control circuitry).

Figure 4.2-11: Left: Transmission peak, Right: Device

The photo diode was not integrated with this device. The FWHM of the transmitted light was
12nm. The device was electrostatically tuned over the entire visible spectral range and achieved
finesse above 30 and resolution below 3nm. Deflection of 450nm was achieved with less than
21V. No information on tuning time, temperature sensitivity, vibration sensitivity or
repeatability was given.
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4.2.7

Design and Characterization of a Fabry-Perot MEMS based Short Wave Infrared
Microspectrometers

In 2008 a group from the University of Western Australia designed and demonstrated a tunable
MEMS Fabry-Perot device for wavelengths from 1.5µm to 2.6µm.21 Cavity size is controlled by
electrostatic actuation of a Bragg mirror over a range of 380nm with a control voltage of less
than 8V. Because it is electrostatically controlled snap down is an issue. The device will snap
down when the gap distance is decreased by more than 1/3 of the initial distance.
The best FWHM of the output is 55nm. Switching speeds were recorded as 70µs to reach the
desired gap distance, 300µs settling time and 40µs time to return to original position. The
difference in time between the up and the down deflection can be accounted for with squeeze
film damping.
Because this device is designed to work in the SWIR a doped silicon photodector will not work.
The selected detector is 300um by 340um and is made of HgCdTe which is able to detect SWIR,
MWIR and LWIR. The Fabry Perot filter is to be deposited on top of the selected detector. The
main difficulty in manufacturing is keeping all processes below 125 degrees C or degradation of
the detector will occur. The main thrust of this research was not necessarily to optimize the
optical output but to refine manufacturing processes related to material stresses.

Figure 4.2-12: Left, Device drawing top view, Right, Device cross sectional view 21
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A spring constant is determined using the thickness of the SiNx layers of the top mirror
suspension arms. Stress gradients in the device were carefully controlled during processing.
When the top mirror was released it was nearly flat with a difference of 25nm between the center
of the mirror and the edges. The authors determined that bowing of the top mirror was the main
cause of decreased peak transmission and increased width of transmission line and gave the
following charts to demonstrate bowing effects.

Figure 4.2-13: Illustration of top mirror bowing vs. FWHM and %Transmission21

This group achieved transmission between 60-70% for the device with 100um support arms.
They recommended more research to discover the optimal mechanical configuration to prevent
bowing of the mirror. They showed good correlation between theoretical and modeled results.
The detailed description of the way stresses are managed by encapsulating the top Bragg mirror
with the SiNx and release with a low temperature process could be extended to other designs.
4.2.8

Study on the optical property of the micro Fabry-Perot cavity tunable filter

This 2009 paper from China described an electrostatically actuated Tunable Fabry Perot.22 Bragg
mirrors were designed with alternating layers of TiO2 and SiO2. Reflectivity designed to be was
a maximum between 600nm and 800nm. The device was built and then tested with 1550nm
light. Results were poor but the team did show that the device was tunable.
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Figure 4.2-14: Tunable Fabry Perot top mirror

4.2.9

GaAs Micromachined Tunable Fabry-Perot Filter

This paper published in 1995 in Electronics Letters describes an electrostatically controlled
Fabry-Perot device that was built and tested. 33 The distributed Bragg reflectors, used for the top
and bottom mirrors, were designed to be reflective between 890nm-980nm. The range of motion
of the top mirror was 70nm. The device was tunable from 0-4.9V for wavelengths between 900980nm. As voltage increased the top mirror which was simply built at the end of a cantilever
beam was pulled toward the bottom mirror. Transmission peaked at .3 with 2.8V applied for
960nm. The FWHM of the transmitted signals was measured to be 8nm.

Figure 4.2-15: Left, Drawing of the cantilever structure, Right, Transmission vs Wavelength for each actuation voltage.

Materials used to make the mirrors were doped AlGaAs. The top was p doped and the bottom
was n doped. This was one of the few articles to mention the speed of actuation. “The 100µm
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long cantilever devices require 900µs to tune 40nm”. For other configurations maximum tuning
speed obtained was 114µs.
As is typical with all of the Fabry-Perot devices the tuning range is narrow, only 70nm. The
transmission was low compared to other Bragg devices with only .3 maximum. This group used
different materials for their mirrors but still constructed a multilayer distributed Bragg reflector.
There was an analysis of the cause of transmission loss and widening of the FWHM at longer
wavelengths. Loss was attributed to various causes; absorption in the n doped layer, scattering,
reflection from the air-substrate interface and imperfections in the mirror layers. Tilting of the
top cantilever mirror was never mentioned as a cause for line broadening although it may have
been a factor.

4.2.10 A Miniature Snapshot Multispectral Imager
A joint project between the US Army Lab and Infotonics Technology Center produced a 16
channel infared snapshot imager based on micromachined Fabry-Perot etalons was built and
evaluated.35 This key to this design is a novel lens. Light enters the system and is focused
individually on each of the 16 Fabry Perot filters. To ultimately form 16 separate images of the
same object on a 320x240 focal plane array, each at a different wavelength.
The 4x4 array of Fabry Perot filters was designed using layers of SiO2 and TiO2, similar to the
one in reference 9. The snapshot imager was built by the U.S. Army Lab in MD and Infotonics in
Canadaguaia. This array was built similar the non-tunable array in reference 9 with alternating
layers of high and low index of refraction material to create Bragg reflectors and a middle gap
layer designed so the optical path length will cause a pre-determined wavelength to resonate.
The 16 Fabry Perot filters transmit light from 1487 to1769nm at evenly spaced intervals.
Therefore the spectral bandwidth was 282nm. Calculated transmission was near 90% but actual
transmission was lower as shown in Figure 4.2-16.
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Figure 4.2-16: Actual transmission of each Fabry Perot pixel.

The decrease in transmission was attributed to manufacturing and testing limitations and lack of
an antireflective coating on the Fabry Perot array. A peak to peak separation of 16-22nm was
achieved with a FWHM of 12-18nm.
A sample of the output is shown below.

Figure 4.2-17: 16 images each created with a different filter. .
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4.2.11 Micromachined Tunable Fabry Perot Filters for Wavelength Division Multiplexing
At first glance, this is a fairly standard design, a top electrostatically actuated mirror with long
flexible beams suspending it.36 This device is tunable over 40nm with a range from 940nm to
980nm.

Figure 4.2-18: Drawing of Fabry Perot Device36

This device has two cavities. The top cavity has the standard air gap with a movable mirror. The
bottom distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) is under an active layer. The active layer can be a
photodiode, a resonant cavity LED or a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL). The
output of the device with a resonant cavity light emitting diode (RCLED) in the active layer is

Figure 4.2.11: Output of device with LED in the Fabry Perot cavity. 36
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shown below.
The device showed very fine tuning of down to 1.9nm FWHM of the transmitted peaks. This led
to a finesse of 60 which is very high for a MEMS Fabry Perot device. Higher finesse of up to
200 was achieved when the active region was a VCSEL. 36
This is an interesting device where the concept of a resonant cavity has been used to not only
select an incident wavelength but to control and sharpen emitted light. The intensity of the
RCLED inside the cavity is a factor of 5 times brighter than the RCLED without the cavity. This
is due to an “enhancement of the spontaneous emission”. 36
The authors noted some limitations of the electrostatic design. As with all electrostatic designs
the range of motion is limited to about 1/3 of the total gap distance because of the non-linear
force that makes motion uncontrollable as the gap closes. In this design the gap was 870nm and
the range of motion was 350nm. The switching time calculated for this device was 1µs which is
limited by the stiffness of the top mirror supports.36

4.2.12 Summary of Research Devices
Several uses for Fabry Perot physics have been investigated and implemented over the years. In
general there are common ways of approaching the problem of the adjustable device designed to
work in the visible region. The most common design involves creating a photodiode with the
bottom mirror directly deposited on top of it. A sacrificial layer is applied and then the top mirror
and mirror suspension system is deposited. The sacrificial layer is removed and the top mirror is
then free to move. Movement is created by a voltage difference between the mirrors which in
some cases can be quite high. It was just as common for devices to use Bragg stacks as mirrors
as it was for them to use metalized surfaces. Of all of the designs investigated, none have used a
thermal actuation method. They also have not attempted to bring the sides of the gap extremely
close together in a controlled manner. Most designs do not anticipate the gap decreasing below
about 400nm. Most groups have built and validated their designs and achieved very good
correlation to theoretical calculations. None of the organizations have attempted to build an array
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of individually tunable pixels. Although the possibility of array configuration was mentioned the
designs of the devices themselves, typically with long attachment arms, do not lead to compact
arrays with high fill factors.
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4.3

Survey of Patents

Several patents pertaining to MEMS Fabry Perot devices exist for a variety of proposed
applications.

4.3.1

US 007623278B2 MEMS Fabry Perot Inline Color Scanner for Printing Applications
Using Stationary Membranes, 24 November, 2009

This is an array of individually tunable Fabry Perot devices.43 The proposed application is
limited to printing. In printing color consistency is important and an inline method of quality
control is desired. The Fabry Perot array with each pixel configured to a specific wavelength is
mounted above a printed sample. As the sample passes by the array measures the reflected
spectrum and electronics compares the measured to the expected. The individual device and the
array configuration are shown below. The standard long attachment arms have been folded in to
allow for a high packing density.

Figure 4.3-1: Left, Single Pixel, Right, Array

This patent was written very generically to include any possible configuration of a tunable Fabry
Perot device to include the possibility of electrostatic, thermal or piezoelectric actuation.
Although it did not get into specifics of MEMS design it did reference other patents for device
specifications. This patent was written locally in Rochester NY and belongs to Xerox.43
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4.3.2

US 7628493B2 Projector Based on Tunable Individually Addressable Fabry Perot
Filters, 8 December, 2009

This patent was reference by the previous one.44 It goes into more generic detail of a Fabry Perot
device and all of the possible configurations the author could think of. The same images as in
Figure 4-5.1 are shown. No practical design information on material selection for specific
wavelengths or results of a built device are shown. Rather it is also written as a catch all for any
possible Fabry Perot device that could be conceived as part of a projection system. This patent
also belongs to Xerox.
4.3.3

US 6373632B1 Tunable Fabry Perot Filter, 16 April, 2002

This device is unique in that it proposes a stacked cavity arrangement with a movable mirror.
One end mirror is curved and the movable mirror is attached with “nested spiral” legs.45

Figure 4.3-2: Left, Side view of two cavity configuration, Right, Nested Spiral

4.4

Chapter Summary

The utility and fine spectral selectivity of Fabry Perot devices has been demonstrated at macro
and micro scale. Macro scale devices have a well established market, good transmission and
excellent selectivity. The possibility of expanding the market with MEMS devices has been
considered and many patents have been filed. Although patents have been filed to cover any
possible configuration of the individually tunable Fabry Perot device, There is no evidence of
large scale arrays of tunable filters actually in use for imaging purposes. References 14 and 35
both use smaller arrays for imaging but they are not individually tunable.
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The devices surveyed spanned the spectrum from visible to LWIR. Material selection and ease
of manufacturability were large concerns of all groups that built devices.
Although the theoretical transmission of the Fabry Perot is 100% for the wavelength selected this
was not achieved in practice. The highest transmission was close to 90% but the typical
transmission was below 60% and often near 10% for devices with metallic reflectors. One of the
biggest reasons cited for low transmission was metal reflective surfaces, specifically gold. The
absorption was too high even when the gold layer was only 20nm thick. 10
Spectral selectivity was achieved by nearly every group. The simple non-tunable devices had
peaks with FWHM easily below 8nm. The group from Stanford36 with the active device in the
gap showed remarkable selectivity. They had some examples of a FWHM of under 1nm.
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5 Methodology
5.1

Design Process

The design process involved many steps. An examination of the problem to gain an
understanding of the limitations of the physics was necessary. Next a design concept was
developed with consideration of the advantages/disadvantages of current designs. Materials
selection was a critical part of the MEMS design process. Manufacturability was also an issue
for MEMS designs as not all shapes and can be created and some materials cannot be layered on
each other. All of these considerations were built in to an initial model with the selected
materials and design concept to verify sufficient actuation at a reasonable temperature.

Figure 5.1-1: Start of design process
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Figure 5.1-2: Continuation of the design process

The above steps were iterative not linear as the results of one model feed not just forward but
also backward in the process.
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5.2

Model Simulation

There were many aspects to the design that needed to be considered first separately and then
together to allow for consideration of design trade-offs and to characterize the final design.

Thermal Movement

Speed/Repeatability
of Movement

Electrical Heating

Optical Performance

Model

Thermal Effects on
Array Devices

Figure 5.1-3: Device Considerations

The analysis of the design was highly computationally intensive. Mechanical, electrical, optical
and thermal properties of the device need to be calculated for the entire geometry. Many of these
physical properties are coupled together. For example, as the temperature changes the
mechanical and electrical properties of the material change. In order to accurately simulate the
device response all of these property changes are accounted for and coupled together as they
happen
The most practical way to perform such a complicated simulation is to use a specialized software
package designed to handle all of the physics involved. The software chosen for this project was
COMSOL. It is a multiphysics package that has a module specifically built for MEMS devices.
Using this package a multitude of physical phenomena were simulated separately and together.
The results of the simulation were pulled from the program and graphed. Detailed CAD
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drawings of the geometry were displayed to show deflection, mechanical stress or temperature
differences.
Because of the computational intensity of the large models a computer with the necessary
computational power was required. Research Computing at RIT was approached for the use of
their computers. They installed COMSOL on their servers and helped to set up a system for
sending prepared models to their system. Models were run on the Werner cluster that consists of
32 nodes. A script was developed that will allow COMSOL files to be sent to the slurm
scheduler. The scheduler maintains the queue of jobs for Werner and passes jobs in as resources
become available. When the job is complete the system emails the user to notify them of
completion. The solution can be picked up from the user’s personal folder on the Research
Computing servers.
One caveat of the simulation software is that almost anything can be simulated. It is easy to get
results that are not realistic. For example, thermal expansion of a material can be simulated with
an input voltage which creates resistive heating which leads to thermal expansion. The software
will do the calculations and show the amount of thermal expansion expected. If the temperature
exceeds the melting point of the material the software will not account for this automatically and
will give a false image of a device with large deflection instead of a melted device.
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6 Preliminary Studies
In the previous chapters the basic physics was analyzed to determine the variables that will affect
performance. There are many to include: materials, actuation method, geometrical
configuration, gap size, method of mechanical control and reflective surfaces to name a few. In
this section a closer examination of the implications of these variables will be done. A
description of design choices will be given along with the reasoning behind the decisions made.
6.1

Design Objectives

The objective was to design a tunable MEMS scale single pixel Fabry Perot etalon that can be
expanded into an array. The device must be tunable over the entire visible range and have a
spectral selectivity of near 15nm. To create the tuning capability it was decided that the top
mirror would be designed to be adjusted vertically through joule heating and thermal expansion.
6.1.1

Device Configuration

In the proposed configuration of Fabry Perot devices we assumed that a flat array is desired and
incident light is normal to the surface. The incident light will hit a top mirror, selected
wavelengths will interfere constructively in the gap and then the desired wavelength will be
transmitted through the bottom mirror to a photodetector. Tuning of such an array necessitated
controlled out of plane motion of the top mirror. As discussed in section three the gap desired to
eliminate extra modes is very small ranging from 200nm to 375nm. For precise control of the
gap an active feedback system is necessary to ensure accurate selection of each peak.

6.1.2

Array Packing Density

Ideally an array of Fabry Perot Interferometers would be used for imaging purposes. In this case
packing density becomes an issue. Devices that have long anchors extending out from all sides
or support material surrounding the mirror10, 15, 21 do not lend themselves to the high packing
density desired for imaging. The desire to have a high packing density, at least in one direction,
drives the geometry of the design.
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6.1.3

Reflective Surface and Gap Material Selection

In some research designs a Bragg reflector was used. Layers of materials with alternating high
and low indexes of refraction can be designed to reflect only a desired band of wavelengths. The
bandwidth of the Bragg reflector is limited by the difference in the indexes of refraction of the
materials chosen. For example in the case of SiO2 (n=1.5) and TiOs (n=2.6) the bandwidth is
200nm.23 This will not allow reflection of the entire visible range although it will have the effect
of eliminating extra modes without additional filters in series. To ensure high reflectivity over
the entire visible spectral range it was decided that metallic silver or aluminum mirrors would be
used. Both of these metals have high and nearly even reflectivity over the entire visible range20
and suitable mechanical properties.
Using an air gap has simplified the design as the index of refraction of air does not vary
significantly with temperature, wavelength or electric field in the region of interest. Also with an
index of refraction of nearly 1 the gap distance correlates directly to the optical path length.
Other concerns with the choice of an air gap that are not specifically addressed in this thesis are
the possibility of squeeze film damping that may hinder actuation of the mirrors and the
susceptibility of the device to vibration effects.

6.1.4

Actuation Methods

In typical tunable MEMS devices the primary means of actuation is electrostatic pull down of a
top plate. This comes with some inherent difficulties, one being snap-in. As the top plate gets
closer to the bottom plate the electrostatic force increases to exceed the mechanical spring force
of the anchoring materials. This causes the top plate to snap down until it hits a mechanical stop.
When snap in occurs fine control of the gap distance is lost. The other issue often encountered
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with the electrostatic devices is deformation of the top mirror. Typically the mirror is suspended
by anchored legs. As the mirror is pulled down it is deflected more in the center than it is near
the anchor points. This causes deformation of the mirror and broadening of the output spectral
peak.
It was decided to attempt actuation by thermal expansion of a leg structure. This is not a typical
method of actuation for these Fabry Perot devices although thermal actuation is in general, a
common method of movement in MEMS devices. Some standard thermal actuation geometries
are the bent beam actuator25, the vertical-lateral thermal actuator26, the asymmetric arm and
bimetallic actuator.27 Motion by means of the bent beam thermal actuator is typically used to
create an in-plane sliding motion in MEMS.25 In this device even thermal expansion of legs
attached to a shuttle is used to create a pushing force. The vertical-lateral thermal actuator and
the asymmetric arm operate on cold arm hot arm differences in thermal expansion to control
motion in-plane and out of plane.26 The bimetallic actuator has a consistent temperature
throughout the device but different materials with dissimilar coefficients of thermal expansion
cause curling of the arm. 27

Another device is the thermally actuated leg or small radius joint.28

This type of actuator is interesting in that it uses polyimide shrinkage and thermal expansion
properties to create an elbow. The geometric structure is typically made of a silicon beam with
V shaped groves etched in to it. The beam and groves are coated with a thin layer of metal. The
groves are then filled with polyimide. As the polyimide shrinks the beam curls out of plane.
When current is applied to the metal the polyimide heats and expands to straighten the leg. All of
these methods of thermal actuation and more are potential ways of adjusting the gap distance in
the Fabry Perot.
Designs for both movement of the top and the bottom mirror were considered. One involved
mounting a photodiode coated with a mirror on a spring like structure to be used as a bottom
mirror. This one was dismissed as not practical to manufacture. Alternatively, the bottom mirror
could be mounted on legs that actuate out of plane. In this case, the distances between both the
top and bottom mirrors and the distance between the bottom mirror and the photodetector would
vary. The appeal in actuating the bottom mirror as opposed the top mirror is added simplicity to
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array manufacturing. The top mirror of the array elements could be made out of one large sheet
of metal to cover the entire array or sections of a size easy to release. The case of bottom mirror
actuation was ultimately rejected. Dealing with two varying gap sizes and a constantly changing
distance between the output from the Fabry Perot and the detector would unnecessarily
complicate the design. In addition to this the potential for trapped heat increases if thermally
actuated mirror legs are below the top mirror. It is also good practice to keep heat sources away
from the photodiode as temperature increases cause an increase in the noise in the image.
Ultimately a design comprised of a bottom metallic mirror deposited on top of a photodetector
with an air gap between a thermally actuated top metallic mirror was created.
6.1.5

Materials Properties

COMSOL has a built in drawing tool for creating 2D and 3D structures. Pieces of structures or
domains are assigned to specific materials. Material properties come from a built in list of
common materials or can be custom made. The joule heating and thermal expansion physics
package requires that certain material properties be available for calculations. Some time was
spent looking for appropriate materials and specific material properties. Most established
consistent material properties are already default values in COMSOL. Other properties are more
difficult to obtain as they are highly process dependent. Some of the materials that were used
and their property values are shown below in Table 6.1-1. The values highlighted in blue were
found in the references listed and were not in the COMSOL library. The melting point of each
material is also listed. COMSOL did not require this but it was necessary to keep this
information in mind. COMSOL does not stop an analysis because the melting point has been
reached. It continues to do the calculations as if the material has not changed state. This leads to
unrealistic models that may initially look like they have behaved as desired. However, upon
closer examination, the calculated temperatures are noticed to be well beyond the melting points
of the materials and the model must be modified.
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Al and Ag have well known properties so all but the permittivity and index of refraction were
available as a default in COMSOL. Polyimide properties vary greatly depending on the specific
polyimide used. In order to model a more realistic device a specific polyimide was selected
primarily for its high coefficient of thermal expansion. The electrical conductivity of Polyimide
is nearly zero. This is a problem for COMSOL. In order to get the model to run properly the
conductivity was actually entered as .00001(S/m). This should not be a problem as the electrical
conductivity of the adjacent material is orders of magnitude higher than the value used for the
conductivity of the polyimide. The current will still take the path of least resistance through the
metal without flowing through the polyimide.
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Table of Material Properties
Property

Al

Ag

Polyimide

Si3N4

PI-2562

Tungste

Silicon

n (W)

Carbid

Units

e
Heat Capacity at

904

235

1100

700

132

690

j/(kg*K)

237

429

.15

20

174

490

W/(m*K

Constant Pressure
Thermal
Conductivity
Coefficient of

)
23.1e-6

18.9e-6

60e-6

2700

10500

35.5e6

61.6e6

34

2.3e-6

4.5e-6

4.3e-6

1/K

1300

3100

19350

3216

kg/m^3

6e-

0

20e6

.00001

S/m

Thermal Expansion
Density
Electrical

31

16 (actually

Conductivity

used .001

Relative Permittivity

-35.543

-1.342

3.434

Young’s Modulus

70e9

83e9

3.1e9

Poisson’s Ratio

.35
660

.37
29

961

.34
29

31

1
250

411e9

748e9

Pa

.23

.28

.45

1

Glass

Melting

transistion

Point/degradation

temp 300C

temperature

Decompositon

3410

29

Degrees
C

550C 34
11%34

Elongation
7.33e5

Absorption
Index of Refraction

%

.769+6.08i
48

.130+3.
08i

48

1/cm
2.041
48

2.68+1.
37i

1

48

Table 6.1-1: Material Properties (properties in blue were not available in COMSOL)
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The resistance of tungsten is temperature dependent and this detail was added to the model in the
material properties section. Online references47 list the formula for the temperature coefficient of
resistance as:
R=Rref[1+α(T-Tref)]

Eq. 6.2-1

Where α=.004403 for tungsten
COMSOL uses conductance in S/m so the formula needs to be adjusted.
The reference conductance is: Sref[S/m]=20e6
The formula for the temperature coefficient of conductance is:
σ =Sref/(1+α(T-Tref))

Eq. 6.2-2

PI-2562 was chosen as the material for the legs because the CTE was high at 60e-6 1/K and there
was specific data on the other material properties.
Other materials such as Si3N4 and SiC were used in the models as a support structure for the top
mirror. The most important properties of these materials were the index of refraction for the
optical analysis and the Young’s modulus for the mechanical model.
The relative permittivities for aluminum and silver were calculated from formulas found in
Photonic Crystals towards Nanoscale Photonic Devices49 and were used in the optical analysis.
The values not highlighted in the table were default values in COMSOL.
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6.2

Initial Experiments

Several geometries for out of plane actuation were investigated. These geometries were modeled
in COMSOL to determine feasibility. The MEMS module includes a built in joule heating and
thermal expansion linked physics option. This was the most efficient way to model the devices.
The first models built were simply to learn COMSOL and how to apply the physics to various
geometries. Different configurations and a variety of materials were examined to evaluate their
feasibility in the final design. Some images of the initial experiments are below.

Figure 6.3-1: Bending due to different coefficients of thermal expansion (file:curl)

Figure 6.3-2: Left, geometry with SiOs legs coated with Al and a polyimide joint, Right, deflection with
.05V input (file:leg 5)

Figure 6.3-3: Left: geometry of the modified leg joint, Right: thermal expansion (file:leg3)
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Figure 6.3-4: Opposing expanding legs push the top mirror up. The deformation is magnified 50X for ease of viewing.

This last trial geometry in Figure 6.3-4 consists of an all aluminum plate with four legs on each
side. As a current is flowed across the device it heats up and expands. The legs push against
each other from opposite sides of the plate as they expand and the resulting motion is in the
positive z direction. This concept was refined to produce the proposed model.
6.3

Description of Model Refinements

Mechanical and material constraints have been clarified to produce a final device which is a
modified version of the opposing leg model seen in figure 6.3-4
Selection of a material with a large coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) was necessary for the
legs. Some types of polyimide are known to have a large CTE. After some searching, PI-2562
was selected. The material properties for this polyimide were loaded in to COMSOL.
An issue with PI-2562 was that it is not conductive so current cannot simply flow through the
legs to heat it up. This is solved by adding tungsten heating elements to the polyimide legs.
The addition of heating elements causes new problems. Since the CTE of the heating element
and the CTE of the polyimide are very different, as the polyimide expands it pulls on the heating
element. This causes excessive stress in the heating element. It also produces a bi-metallic
curling effect along with the other forces on the legs. The sum of these forces tends to force the
mirror down if the heating element is placed on top of the polyimide. This drives the
construction of the heating element to the underside of the polyimide, where the sum of the
forces will force the mirror up. The excessive stress problem is solved by modifying the
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geometry of the heating element. Instead of a single rectangular layer of tungsten a snaked or
curved pattern is formed to allow stress relief.

Figure 6.3-1: Tungsten heating element on the underside of the initial device

The next issue was excessive heating of the mirror. While heating the mirror itself was not a
mechanical problem when it was modeled as a solid sheet of Al or Ag it is an optical problem.
Since the Al or Ag must be under 40nm thick the metallic coating needs to be structurally
reinforced and thus bonded to another material heating of the mirror is not desired. An increase
in temperature of the mirror may cause a bi-metallic effect or bending of the mirror as the
structural material and the metal surface have different CTE. It may also cause the silvered
surface to separate from the structural material. To mitigate this problem the heating element was
not allowed to touch the silvered surface and the current was rerouted. The current now flows
from one pair of legs to the other pair of legs on the same side of the device and not through the
mirror. This reduces but does not eliminate heating effects in the mirror.
The metallic mirror surface requires a non-conductive, transparent structural material. In several
of the devices researched Si3N4 was used to support the mirror. Si3N4 is a common choice for
structural material and will work for the proposed device when it is made sufficiently thick. The
thickness is required to handle the forces of the opposing expanding legs. Another suitable
choice for the structural material is SiC. It is stiffer than the Si3N4 and a thinner layer can be
used. Also, the option of creating a layered mirror exists. A layer of Si3N4 then a layer of metal
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than another layer of Si3N4 could be built as it was mentioned in the paper by the Univeristy of
Western Australia. 21 This configuration would cause a change in the optical path length of the
cavity.

6.4

Modeling Considerations

Heat transfer between the environment and the device is allowed in COMSOL. It is modeled
with the following equation.
q=htc(Text-T).

Eq. 6.5-1

Where: q=heat(J)
Text=Temperature external to the device (K)
T=Temperature of the device (K)
htc is the heat transfer coefficient between the environment and the device.(W/m^2K)
If the device is hotter than the environment it will lose heat. If it is cooler it will gain heat. In the
equation the variable h, the heat transfer coefficient (htc) between the environment and the
device, is not a well known number.
To determine the effect of not having a well known number available a study was done. A ball
park figure was obtained from another COMSOL model with similar physics. A parametric
sweep was done to determine the effect the htc has on the model. Some effect was noted with a
sweep from 0 to 500 (W/m^2*K) in steps of 100. The results are in the graph below for the point
in the center of the mirror.
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Figure 6.4-1: A parametric sweep was done with the htc to determine how changing the htc would
affect the device temperature as it experienced a steady state heating condition.

For the sample device the temperature varied from 121 to 83 degrees C as the htc varies from 0
to 500 (W/m^2*K). While this is a significant variation in terms of overall temperature change it
does not have the effect of disabling the device due to overheating or under heating. Therefore
the device should work to move the mirror the desired distance. An active closed loop control
system will be required to modify the input current to maintain the level of deflection desired.

6.4.1

Overall Device Construction

Ideally the complete device will consist of a linear array of photodiodes sensitive in the visible
range over which are deposited a thin layer of silver to comprise the bottom mirrors. Building in
the photodiode will eliminate the difficulties with aligning the Fabry Perot filter array to a
detector array. Over the bottom mirror a 200nm sacrificial layer will be deposited while the
surrounding silicon is built up 200nm. After this the previously described top mirror structure
will be built. The tungsten heating elements should be anchored at the ends to the silicon. The
polyimide legs and the silver mirror need to be deposited on top of the heating elements and the
sacrificial layer. SiC should be deposited on top of the silver mirror. Lastly, the top structure
should be released by removing the sacrificial layer.
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7 Final Device Analysis
This section will give a detailed description of the final device design geometry, materials,
manufacturing and control tolerance requirements and expected performance.

7.1

Overall Description

The final device is shown below in figure 7.1-1.

Figure 7.1-1: Final device design

Figure 7.1-1 shows the entire device geometry. The legs are attached to the silicon base at the
ends only. The leg attachment points and the heaters are made of tungsten. The heaters are on
the bottom side of the polyimide legs 200nm off of the surface of the silicon block and
embedded in the polyimide. The square in the center is composed of a 400nm layer of SiC
deposited on top of a thin layer of silver. The entire top structure, other than the attachment
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points, is free from the silicon base and 200nm above it. Below the center square and directly
deposited on the silicon substrate is a thin layer of silver that forms the bottom mirror. Below the
silver layer a photodiode has been created by doping the silicon substrate.
Electric current is applied to the outside leg of each pair of legs at the attachment point. The
inside legs are tied to ground. As electricity flows in the tungsten heating elements the
polyimide heats and expands. When this happens the legs push against each other and the top
mirror structure. When the mirror structure is stiff enough it will not buckle and a resultant
upward motion is created.
Figure 7.1-2 shows the Fabry Perot device in the up position. The deflection is magnified 14X
so it can be clearly seen. The color rainbow represents the temperature in degrees C. Notice the
heat concentrates in the legs as desired and the mirror is cooler than the legs.

Figure 7.1-2: Actuated device, deformation of structure on silicon base magnified
14X. Color scale is temperature in degrees C. The dimensions are in meters.
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7.2

Thermal Analysis

One of the challenges of modeling a thermal device is to accurately depict the cooling. There are
three basic methods of cooling; convection, conduction and radiation. COMSOL can model all
of these but how accurately it does so depends greatly on how the problem is defined. With the
aid of COMSOL the conduction and convection were modeled in both a simulated 2-D device
and a 3-D array.

7.2.1

Convective Analysis in 2-D

To simplify the problem of heat conduction and convection a 2-D model was created.
Convection is much more complicated to model and it is difficult to determine an exact heat
transfer coefficient as the htc near the device is different for a transient and a steady state case
and it also changes as natural movement of the air takes place around the device. In order to
ensure confidence in the htc some time was spent making sure that the physics was implemented
correctly in the model.
COMSOL offers multiple ways of modeling convection but not all will give a reliable answer
because some require an initial guess. The easiest way to simulate convection is to assign a
convective heat transfer coefficient (htc) to the model in [W/(m^2*K)]. This can be thought of
as how much heat the air can pull away from an area with a given temperature difference in an
amount of time.
COMSOL uses the simple equation below to remove heat from the device.
Eq. 7.2.1.1-1
q= heat (J)
htc=heat transfer coefficient(W/m^2K)
T2, T1=Temperature(K) of air around the device and of the device
Using the above equation COMSOL can add or remove heat from a model as the temperature of
the model increases or decreases with respect to the reference (external) temperature (T2).
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Choosing a large htc will cause the device to cool quickly or have trouble heating up. A small
htc will prevent heat from leaving through convection. A large htc will allow the device to
actuate quickly as heat is efficiently dissipated. Modeling a low htc will show a device that will
actuate slowly. Heat may even build up. Ultimately, selection of a large number will give an
unrealistically high frequency response while a low heat transfer coefficient will make the device
seem slow to respond. To correctly model the frequency response of the device an accurate
number for the htc is required. Finding the appropriate number is challenging although once it is
found the modeling problem can be simplified by use of the above equation.
Another way to model convection in COMSOL is to set up an air boundary around the device
and calculate the movement of heat through the air. COMSOL uses equations that take in to
consideration the velocity of the air as it circulates due to density changes caused by heating.
This simulates the natural convection of air as it circulates in a closed or open container as
specified by the boundary conditions. Calculating the natural convection can be computationally
intensive so it will be more efficient to create a simple model for this study. Once the htc of
natural convection near the device is found then it can be used as a simple constant of convection
in the more complicated models.
The integral of the heat flux [W] over an area along with the average temperature over the areas
on each side of the heat flux [K*m^2] can be used to calculate the htc. In the FP device there is
no forced air flow expected so convection in a closed container and in a container with one open
boundary with natural convection could both be modeled and taken as extremes. These are
similar to the light bulb example and the natural convection in the circuit board example that
COMSOL provides. In the interest of making the model quickly solvable the 3-D model with
the joule heating and thermal expansion physics was abandoned in favor of a 2-D model of a
side view of a 3x1 array with the Isothermal Flow physics package.
The 2-D model was used to determine the extremes of the convective heat transfer coefficient.
There is a great difference between the closed box convection model and the open air natural
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convection model. The transient htc in the closed box model is around 1.5[W/m2K] which
quickly (within .2 seconds) reaches a steady state condition where heat is no longer pulled from
the device by convection and the air in the box heats up. For the case of natural convection to an
open outlet the transient htc is around 200[W/m2K].
The figure below shows the 2-D model used. On the left is a silicon block that can conduct heat
to an infinite heat sink on the left boundary. Attached to the silicon block are three silicon pixels
with a tungsten heater on each that will heat up to 300 degrees when fully activated. Two of the
heaters are on in the image below. On the right is a box of air. The extra vertical lines in the
box of air have no physical purpose they are used in post processing for line and area integration
of variables. The right side of the box has been simulated as both a closed boundary and as an
open outlet to room temperature.

There are some over simplifications in this geometry but it

will suffice to determine the limits on the convective heat transfer coefficient. The snap shot
below was taken at 6e-5 seconds before the tungsten heaters are fully heated.

Figure 7.2-1: 2-D Model with three pixels, two of which are
active.
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The first simulation was of transient heat convection in the closed box case. The results are
below. The temperature and convective flux are both integrated over an area and used to
calculate the htc. All parameters vary as the convective currents move about in the enclosed
container. In the transient case the htc varies from 0-3 W/m2K.
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Figure 7.2-2: Transient htc in the closed box case

In the steady state case the htc was calculated for the closed box for 2 seconds. Convection
quickly becomes an ineffective way to remove heat and may actually aid in heating of adjacent
devices.
The open outlet case was modeled for a transient case from 0-.0008s. In this time period the htc
varied greatly and got as high as 450[W/m2K] but averaged around 200[W/m2K].
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Figure 7.2-3: Transient htc in the open box case

The steady state case was also calculated and once again the htc gets very small after .5 seconds.
This means that for both the open and closed boundaries convection is not effective for heat
removal when the device reaches a steady state temperature. But, the expected mode of
operation requires driving the device with short pulses. So the question is, will the convection be
more like a series of transient responses or more like the steady state case? Since steady state
convection is not reached until after 0.2 seconds we can likely assume a transient htc if the
device cools completely between actuations and is actuated faster than 5 Hz.
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A simulation was run where the 2-D model was hit with 5 pulses of width .0002s spaced .001
second apart. Below are images of the convection in the simplified device in the closed box
case.

Figure 7.2-4: 2-D model showing the movement of the convective heat flux as time changes after the pixel has pulsed.

Calculating a reliable convective heat flux number is difficult as the air keeps moving and the
maximum heat flux changes location and a quantity. The transient heat transfer coefficient
varies greatly because it is dependent on where and when the measurement of the heat flux
[W/m^2] is taken.
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Below are a series of images of the temperature profile right before during and after the 5th pulse
in .0002s intervals.

Figure 7.2-5: Left: .0048s – heater is starting to ramp up. The device was completely cooled after the 4th pulse
(temperature 20C), Right: 005s- Heater is on at 299C. Colors indicate temperature in degrees C. Dimensions are in
meters

Figure 7.2-6: .0052s – Left: Heater is off -heat has spread uniformly through the device and is exiting at the open
boundary- maximum temperature 78.8C. Right: .0054s – the heater is still off- heat has dissipated and the maximum
temperature is now 20.49C. Colors indicate temperature in degrees C. Dimensions are in meters.

From looking at this study it seems that the device can be operated in a mode that will allow for
use of a transient heat coefficient. The pulses of energy must be kept short and the time between
pulses needs to be sufficient for complete cooling of the device. This also assumes an open
outlet to room air.
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After the 2-D analysis it seems that inserting an htc of 50-100[W/m^2*K] into the joule heating
and thermal expansion physics of the single device to model frequency response capabilities will
be reasonable.
7.2.2

Conduction

Conduction through solids is very easy to model in COMSOL. COMSOL automatically uses the
device material properties to calculate heat transfer. The difficulty with the conduction model is
the capacity of the heat sink. In the model it is possible to set up an infinite heat sink by fixing
the temperature of a boundary. The program will dump an infinite amount of heat at that
boundary and the temperature of the boundary will never increase. While a large silicon wafer is
a good heat sink, it is not an infinite heat sink. Another way to model the conductance is to not
fix the boundary temperature and to let the silicon base heat up. This usually causes the model to
get unrealistically hot. The real solution is between these two extreme hypothetical cases.
Actual commercial focal planes on remote sensing equipment are often actively cooled. It is
important to keep the temperature of the photo diodes low to prevent thermal noise. This device
will be modeled with an infinite heat sink at a boundary 20µm from the Fabry Perot. In reality it
is not infinite but would extend hundreds of µm from the Fabry Perot and be attached to a larger
heat sink.

7.2.3

Radiation

Radiation is the last type of heat transfer to consider. The proposed device will heat to 300C for
full deflection. The Stephan-Boltzman law can be used to estimate the amount of heat that will
be radiated from the device. For a worst case estimate assume a 22[um] x 22[um] square at 300
degrees with emissivity of 1.
Area =4.8e-10 m2
σ=5.67e-8 J/s m2 K4
T=273K+300= 573K
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Power of Emitted Radiation = A*σ*T4= 2.96e-6 W
The heat radiated from the device at 300C is very small compared to what will be removed by
conduction and convection. Therefore, surface to surface radiation affects will be neglected.
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7.2.4

Thermal Cross Talk

In order to determine the thermal cross talk a 2x2 array was created and run with the isothermal
flow physics package instead of the joule heating and thermal expansion package. This
simplified the analysis and shortened the run time of the model. Using this package, convection
and conduction of the array were simulated for a steady state case and time dependent cases.

7.2.4.1

Initial Test of the Physics Set-up

First an extreme case was run where the heating element was brought up to 3e5 degrees C. This
was excessive but it was to ensure that the physics was set up correctly. Temperature changes
from one pixel to another were seen due to heat convection and conduction. Images are below.

Figure 7.2-7: The color scale shows the temperature in degrees C. The bottom left pixel is heated. The
other pixels see a temperature increase due to conduction and convection. Dimensions are in meters.
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Figure 7.2-8: Color scale shows log(Extreme Conductive Heat Flux)
Dimensions are in meters.

Looking at the steady state extreme case shows that the heat transfer model is dominated by
conduction. Most of the heat is transported away from the hot pixel by conduction (2.5e13
W/m^2). Heating of the adjacent mirrors is affected by convection which peaks at 9.6 W/m^2 in
the steady state condition.

Figure 7.2-9: Color scale shows the extreme convective heat
flux[W/m^2] Dimensions are in meters

Now that the set up of the model has demonstrated the ability to calculate convective and
conductive heating of adjacent pixels the heat source will be decreased to a realistic value and
the model will be re-run.
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7.2.4.2

Nominal Thermal Cross-Talk

In the 2x2 array below the heating elements in the lower left pixel were heated to 326 degrees
Celsius. From figure 7.2-10 it is apparent that only the pixel being actively heated experiences
an increase in temperature. The other three pixels are not affected at all.

Figure 7.2-10: Color scale show temperature in degrees C. Dimensions are in
meters. Only the activated pixel shows an increase in temperature.

A view of the back of the array shows the log(magnitude) of the conduction through the silicon
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Figure 7.2-11: Color scale shows the log(conductive heat flux) on the back of the array. Dimensions are in
meters.

base. There is such a large difference between the conductive heat flux maximum in the heaters
(2.6e10 W/m^2) and the conductive heat flux through the silicon that to show a color difference
in the silicon the log(conductive heat flux) was plotted. Figure 7.2-15 is inverted and the active
pixel is on the back side of the top left in the orange area. The highest heat flux through the
silicon is directly below the leg attachment points.
The convective heat flux is considerably smaller than the conductive heat flux. In the steady state
case the convective heat flux peaks at 9e4 W/m^2 on the actively heated device and convection
does not raise the temperature of the adjacent pixels.

Figure 7.2-11: The color scale shows the steady state convective heat flux [W/m^2] The dimensions are in
meters. At normal operating temperatures there is no significant convective heat flux at the non-activated
pixels.

To see if the adjacent pixels are affected by convection the log(convective heat flux) was plotted.
The image is below.

Figure 7.2-12: The color scale shows the log(convective heat flux). By looking closely at
the small differences in the heat flux some convetion effects can be seen crossing over
between the pixels. Dimensions are in meters
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From the log(convection) image it is apparent that heat from convection is affecting the adjacent
pixels in a pattern that would be expected. This gives some confidence that the model is correct.
This convective heat transfer is not enough to increase the temperature of the neighboring pixels.
Conduction and convection in the 2x2 array have been shown in COMSOL. The amount of
conduction and convection although they both existed were not enough to raise the temperature
of the adjacent pixels in the case where one pixel is activated and held at full deflection.
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7.3

Full Scale Temporal Response

There are different ways to drive the proposed device. 1) Drive it to maximum deflection with a
pulse then let it cool and lower back to start. 2) Calibrate the device to determine the amount of
current needed to cause a specific deflection in a steady state situation. Then deflect the device
in controlled series of steady state conditions, slowly ramping up the current as the device
heats/moves in steps.

3) Warm the device to an operating temperature then add/remove current

as deflection up/down is desired. All of these methods will require closed loop control and
calibration through experimentation. The model will give an approximation of the maximum
speed the device can be driven and show how heat travels in the device. Because of
manufacturing methods, exact material choices and packaging, calibration with the actual
hardware will be necessary. For the purposes of the simulation the method of option 1 will be
used to determine the maximum speed at which the device can be driven for full scale deflection.
A simulation has been created with a single pixel that is actuated 5 times. The results are
explained in the following section.
everal input waveforms were created with different shapes and frequencies. Sharp rectangular
input waves were ultimately rejected because the sharp corners/edges were potentially causing
problems with the simulation. A smoother waveform at 100Hz was used to actuate the device.
The shape of the input pulse is shown above. It is a 100Hz pulse with approximately 4ms of on
time and 6ms of off time to allow for complete cooling of the device and return to zero
deflection. Once the shape and frequency of the input wave is created it can be scaled by any
constant and used to control any potential input parameter; voltage, current, heat or temperature.
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Figure 7.3-1: Shape of input waveform. This waveform is multiplied by the input voltage which for this
device was .13V and applied to the outer legs.

The results of the 100Hz pulse are shown below. The data has been scaled in amplitude so that
the shapes of the curves can be compared on the same graph correctly aligned with respect to
each other in time.

Scaled Amplitude

Voltage and Corresponding Displacement

Electric potential (V),
Point: 277

0
0.003
0.006
0.009
0.012
0.015
0.018
0.021
0.024
0.027
0.03
0.033
0.036
0.039
0.042
0.045
0.048

Scaled Displacement

Time (s)
Figure 7.3-2: Voltage and Displacement vs. Time. This shows the red line, electric potential as it pulses. The top
mirror displacement follows the increasing side of the pulse very closely. After the voltage has returned to zero
the mirror still takes time to cool and return to start.
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The voltage shown in figure 7.3-2 is not the input pulse it is the actual voltage seen in the heating
element. The displacement was taken from the bottom center of the top mirror. The graph shows
waveforms with sharp corners. The sharpness is from the analysis. COMSOL calculated the
results at discrete times with a resolution of .001s. The data points are graphed with a straight
line connecting the points. This particular model was run with a convective heat transfer
coefficient of 100[W/m^2*K]. From the graph it can be seen that the device heats very quickly,
the displacement curve tracks very well with the shape of the voltage curve on the rising edge of
the pulse. The maximum deflection is reached as the voltage pulse just starts to decrease. The
voltage drops quickly back to zero but the displacement takes longer to drop. The device
continues to drop for another 5ms after the voltage has returned to zero. The top mirror returns
to the start position just as the next pulse starts. This implies that a maximum actuation
frequency has been reached.
The next chart, 7.3-3 is from the same model and it looks at the temperature in two locations
compared to the scaled displacement. The temperature in blue is the actual temperature of the
polysilicon leg at the location of the heater. The curve in red is the temperature at the center of
the mirror. The displacement was also taken from the center of the mirror. Notice that the shape
of the scaled displacement curve is the same as the temperature in the center of the mirror. The
height of the mirror correlates more closely to the temperature of the mirror than the temperature
of the leg. This can be explained by the heat sink effect of the mirror support structure.
The heating and cooling cycle of the legs tracks very well with the applied voltage; the deflection
does not. The mirror does not get as hot as the legs. This was by design as minimization of the
warping of the mirror due to different coefficients of thermal expansion of the backing and the
coating materials was desired. The mirror does still heat up as heat is conducted through the
polyimide legs to the mirror. Some heat is carried away through convection but some of it
returns through the legs back to the silicon base, thus slowing contraction of the legs. This
explains why the displacement tracks with the temperature in the center of the mirror instead of
the temperature of the legs near the heater. This heat sink effect is the main reason for the
frequency limit of 100Hz.
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0.004
0.006
0.008
0.01
0.012
0.014
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0.018
0.02
0.022
0.024
0.026
0.028
0.03
0.032
0.034
0.036
0.038
0.04
0.042
0.044
0.046
0.048
0.05

Temperature in Degrees C

Temperture and Displacement

Time (s)
Temperature (degC), Leg

Temperature (degC), Center of Mirror

Scaled Displacement 2

Figure 7.3-3: Temperature and Displacement vs. Time This graph shows how the displacement of the
mirror tracks closely with the temperature of the mirror rather than the temperature of the legs.

Since the model is dominated by conduction the heat from the legs is conducted away from the
legs through the substrate as the device cools. The mirror is at a temperature higher than the
substrate and lower than the legs. The heat from the mirror is removed by conduction after most
of the heat has left the legs and they are at a temperature equal to or lower than the temperature
of the mirror. This stored heat in the mirror limits the speed at which the top mirror can return to
start.
7.3.1

Variable Scale Temporal Response

It may be necessary to drive the device in a mode other than repeated full scale deflections. In
some cases a single specific wavelength may be desire or a series of nearby wavelengths may be
repeatedly scanned. To show how the device could be driven to specific wavelengths as tasked
an irregular pulse was created and used as the shape of the input voltage. The results are shown
below in figure 7.3-4.
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Figure 7.3-4: Scaled amplitudes of the voltage in and the displacement shown on the same time scale.
displacement lags the voltage ramp.

The

The results of a varying waveform show that there is some lag in the response of the device as it
is pushed past the maximum frequency. The voltage curve goes up to full scale in .014 seconds
but the Fabry Perot lags. There are some pauses of width .002s were built in to the input wave in
an attempt to hold the top mirror still. The pauses were not long enough for the device to
register. The pauses were smoothed out by the motion of the top mirror.
The displacement is shown going up to maximum, back down to 75 percent of maximum and
back up. This is certainly a valid way to drive the device but frequency limitations should be
observed. It took .004s for the top mirror to go from maximum to 75%. This should be noted as
a temporal limit.
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7.4

Tolerance for Manufacturability

When modeling in software it is easy to draw the device dimensions perfectly symmetrical and
to actuate the legs with precisely the same current in each heater. In reality there will be some
deviation from the ideal when the device is built. This section will not answer all of the
questions of manufacturing tolerance but should give the reader an idea of how variations from
the nominal design will affect the operation of the device.

7.4.1

Unequal Heating

For this test a voltage 10% higher than the others will be applied to one leg pair (pair C) thus
creating a higher current in one leg pair. The device will be brought to a steady state condition
and the tip/tilt of the mirror will be recorded. From previous models a deflection of 229nm (at
point 312) was achieved with a current density of 1.23e11 [A/m^2] in the heaters in the steady
state case. The current density will vary according to the location of the measurement because of
the geometry of the heaters. For consistency the measurements will be taken at the same point
for each run.

Figure 7.4-1: Diagram showing the locations of the points referenced in the table. This is a view of the top mirror from
the bottom side looking at the mirror surface and the heating elements. The points are on the surface of the mirror.
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Data for the nominal run, a 10% increase run and a 20%increase run are shown below.
Points

309
310
312
313
314

Nominal
Run
Deflection
(nm)
239
239
229
240
241

10%
Increase
Deflection
(nm)
257
254
238
242
245

15%
Increase
Deflection
(nm)
267
262
242
246
243

Table 7.4-1: This table lists the positive z deflection from the start position. Point 313 is on the leg pair that
has been subjected to the increased current.

From table 7.4-1 not only can the tip/tilt of the mirror corners be seen but also the flatness of the
top mirror is evident. For the nominal run, where all of the input voltages are equal, the distance
of the top mirror from the bottom mirror varies over the surface of the mirror from 229nm in the
center to 241nm at one corner. The mirror flatness varies 12nm over the surface of the mirror.
This is due to forces exerted on the mirror by the legs.
The nominal run shows that the deflection at the center of the mirror is 229nm. This is a large
deflection since for nominal operation a deflection of only 175nm is necessary. This can be
taken as a worst case example since the device is already driven farther than necessary and then
one leg pair is driven even harder with an increased current.

Leg
Pair

Nominal Run
Current
Density(A/m^2)

Temperature
of heater
(degrees C)

10% Increase
Current
Density(A/m^2)

Temperature
of heater
(degrees C)

15%
Increase
Current
Density
(A/m^2)

Temperature
of heater
(degrees C

A
B
C
D

1.22e11
1.23e11
1.23e11
1.24e11

160
160
160
160

1.23e11
1.22e11
1.29e11
1.24e11

159
159
180
159

1.23e11
1.22e11
1.31e11
1.24e11

159
159
191
159

Table 7.4-2: Current and temperature in each heater for each of the nominal , +10% and +155 cases. Leg pair C in
blue is the set that is given a higher voltage.
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Figure 7.4-2: Image of the +15% case where the front right leg pair is subjected to a
voltage 115 times higher than the other legs. The color scale shows the temperature of
the device. Tip/tilt can be seen from the image. The right front corner of the mirror is
lower than the other corner even though the right front leg pair is hotter and should
have expanded more. The deformation is magnified 20X.

This analysis shows that the expected result which was that the hotter leg would expand farther
and therefore push the corresponding corner up is not what happens. The leg that is given more
current/voltage does get hotter but it is unable to push the corresponding corner higher. The
lower temperature side is able to push up farther causing the entire mirror to tip. Not only is the
warmer corner lower but the entire side of the device is lower than the opposite side as shown in
table 7.4-1. This non-intuitive result can be explained due to the difference in CTE between the
tungsten heaters and the leg material. The increased expansion in the material with the higher
CTE (polyimide) causes the leg to curl, thus leading to a downward deflection at the higher
temperature when the opposing forces in the x direction become unbalanced.

Change in
Temperature ( C )
Tilt (nm)

+10% Voltage

+15% Voltage

20

31

12

20

Table 7.4-3: The change in temperature is the difference between the nominal case and the
increased case. The tilt was calculated by taking the average height of each side and
subtracting.

From table 7.4-3 it can be seen that a temperature difference in one leg pair of 20 degrees C will
induce a tilt of 12nm.
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7.4.2

Optical Effects of Tip/Tilt

Finesse is determined solely by reflectivity and it is not affected by a small tip/tilt. Because the
tilt was not great enough to cause extra modes to resonate in the cavity the FSR did not change.
Since the FWHM is determined by the FSR/finesse the FWHM also did not change. This case
was modeled in COMSOL and there was a difference in the transmission between the tilted and
the parallel plate cases. The peak of the transmitted signal shifted from 482nm in the parallel
plate case to 500nm in the tilted plate case. There was also a significant decrease in the rejection
of non-selected wavelengths. It was not enough to broaden the peak at FWHM but it did allow
wavelengths between 450nm-570nm through at levels higher than the parallel plate case but just
below the FWHM of the new peak. Based on this COMSOL modeling, the voltage and
manufacturing control must achieve parallel plates to within a few nm to maintain the desired
spectral selectivity at the correct wavelengths as given by the plate spacing.
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7.5

Active Feedback Control

Much work has been done on sensors for active control of MEMS devices. There are some
common ways to approach this problem for devices that need position control. Two of the most
common ways are piezoelectric and capacitive sensing combined with a feedback loop. For the
device in question piezoelectric would not be an appropriate choice. Piezoelectric sensing is used
for measuring differences in strain. While there are differences in strain in the device this
technique would be hard to implement physically because of the device geometry. Also,
piezoelectric methods typically use more power and are susceptible to temperature changes.
Capacitive methods sense motion through a change in capacitance as the distance between two
metal fingers or plates change. They are insensitive to temperature and have lower power
dissipation. 55
One type of capacitive sensor shown in figure 7.5-1 only senses in plane x, y motion. It
involves a set of stationary metal fingers and a set of mobile metal fingers which in this case
move in the +/- y direction. As the position of the mobile set of fingers moves with respect to
the stationary set the change in capacitance is measured from the center of a capacitive voltage
divider. 55 There are many variations on this type of device to include configurations that sense
rotation about an axis and +/- z motion.

Figure 7.5-1: Typical configuration for in plane capacitive sensor55
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Fabry Perot devices that are electrostatically actuated often utilize the other common method of
building a capacitive position sensor. This involves measuring the capacitance between the
actual metallic mirror surfaces as it changes with gap distance. For this both the top and bottom
plate both need to be connected to the electrical circuit.
There is another way of using capacitance to determine position. In some cases vertical motion
of a plate has been determined by the effect it has on fringe capacitance. In these types of
sensors a two sets of stationary fingers are deposited below the top plate. The top plate is
typically grounded. An alternating current is sent through one set of fingers and the field lines
extend to the other grounded set of field lines. As the plate gets closer to the sensor it intercepts
the fringe field lines and affects the capacitance between the plates. This was tested on an
accelerometer and a sensitivity of under 1 femto F/g was measured.57

Figure 7.5-2: Fringe field sensing57
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7.6

Optical Analysis

The ideal Fabry Perot will transmit 100 percent of the selected wavelength as shown through the
derivation in chapter 3. The actual device does not come close to the ideal. There are practical
trade-offs between FSR and finesse, and there are material absorption issues to consider. In the
ideal device reflectivity + transmission =1, absorption =0, the mirror is infinitely thin and needs
no structural support. In reality the mirror may be made of many materials with several
structural support material choices. The support materials block radiation in two ways 1)
through absorption, 2) by creating a fixed Fabry Perot cavity ahead of the desired cavity thus
inhibiting transmission of non- resonant wavelengths.

7.6.1

Assumptions

1) The first restriction that will be put on the analysis is that all of the incident light will impinge
on the top mirror at normal incidence. This is a requirement of the overall array. The light must
be restricted to normal incidence or broadening and shifting of the peaks will occur along with
error in the expected peak value. This restriction also simplifies the analysis.
2) Because the index of refraction of materials changes as the wavelength changes and the
interference properties are different for each layer, thin films are designed for optimal response
at a specific wavelength. Since the proposed device is for the entire visible spectrum designing
for a single optimum wavelength will affect the transmission of all of the other wavelengths
therefore a compromise solution must be sought. To simplify the analysis the referenced indices
of refraction of the materials will be specified for a wavelength near 500nm and will not change
as the analyzed wavelength changes.
3) The other assumption in the analysis is that the light is not polarized and the device is not
polarization dependent.
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7.6.2

Optical Cavity Description

The optical description of the device is confined to the materials in the optical path and their
properties.
The normal incidence plane wave propagates through the air to the first surface. The first
surface Si3N4 (n=2.041, d=400nm) and has an optical path length of 816nm. The next layer is
the silver coating. The index of refraction of silver is .130+3.07 48 The silver layer creates the
first mirror for the tunable cavity. The gap is air with an index of refraction of 1 and a variable
distance. The next item in the optical path is the back mirror which is also made of a thin layer
of silver.

Figure 7.6-1: Cross section of optical path
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7.6.3

Method Matlab

7.6.3.1

Reflectance and Absorption Calculations

The support structure can be analyzed like a thin film. There will be reflections at both the
air/support interface and the support/silver interface. The reflections will interfere with each
other inside and outside the support structure. Using the Matlab program for Fabry Perot
transmission that was used in chapter 3 the expected transmission through the support structure
can be calculated. The indices of refraction of the air, Si3N4 and the silver can be used to find the
reflectivity of each interface. The amplitude of the transmission can be reduced by the expected
absorption in the materials.
First interface- Air/Si3N4
r = (2.041-1)/(2.041+1)=.342
R= r 2= .1172
. 11720223 indicate that 11% of the light incident on to the Si3N4 will be reflected.
Second interface Si3N4/Ag
Absorption of 3% is expected for both mirrors.

Transmission Through Silicon Nitride vs Wavelength
1
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Figure 7.6-2: Expected transmission through the support structure shows peaks of almost
complete transmission and troughs of transmission below 65%.
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Since some of the light is reflected by change in index of refraction between the support structure
and the air or silver the Fabry Perot cavity is limited by the support structure material. A good
reflective coating would help create an even transmission through the support structure of all
wavelengths in the visible.
The transmission through the Fabry Perot can now be calculated in Matlab and scaled by the
effects of absorption in the mirrors and losses in the support structure.

Transmission vs. Wavlength
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Figure 7.6-3: Transmission peaks from Matlab for a 20nm silver film and a 800nm support structure. The
top thick blue line is the transmission through the initial 800nm support structure. It is modulating the
peaks below which correspond to the output of the Fabry Perot as the gap varies from 200nm to 350nm

The FWHM of these peaks vary from 16nm to 27nm. The FSR is the entire visible range and the
finesse is 13 for the widest peak.
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7.6.4

Method COMSOL

COMSOL has an electromagnetic waves package that can be used for analyzing the Fabry Perot
cavity. The basic cavity using a block of a higher index of refraction material in air works well.
Accurately modeling the thin layers of metal that are the silver mirrors is much more difficult.
COMSOL creates artifacts because it is not possible to get the mesh small enough in the metal
layers.
A cavity was designed in COMSOL similar to the one in figure 7.7-1 with a simple 450nm SiC
layer, two silver mirrors and a variable air gap. It was necessary to determine the cause of the
unexpected artifact in the previous runs with a simple structure with minimal layers.
First the material properties that COMSOL was working with were verified. SiC has in index of
refraction of 2.68+0i. 48 Silver has an index of refraction of .130+3.07i. 48 However, in the
model the index of refraction of silver will not be used. Instead the properties of the material
will be modeled with the complex permittivity. The formula for calculating the complex
permittivity was obtained from Photonic Crystals Towards Nanoscale by Jean-Michael Lourtioz.
It was calculated to be -1.342+0i. Although if the permittivity is calculated as commonly done
from the complex index of refraction the permittivity of silver is -9.42+.798i. The physics set up
in the model must also be verified to ensure that the calculations will be done with the complex
permittivity.
After verifying the material properties and assignments the structure of the model was varied to
see if there were any effects on the transmission. As the thickness of the mirrors was increased
the transmission peak decreased but stayed in the same location. This did not change shape of
the transmission curve as expected. The artifact was not affected. Then the support material was
changed in thickness. This affected the artifact but did not eliminate it. The only physical
variables left in the model are the thickness of the air layer before and after the device and the
size of the perfectly matched layers. The thickness of the air layer was changed. Also, the
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location of the input and output ports was changed so that the ports were no longer located
before and after the air layers but directly on the device. This change along with re-meshing the
model provided a much cleaner output from the COMSOL Fabry Perot. All of the extra
resonances disappeared. The figure is shown below.
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Figure 7.6-4: Transmission peaks from COMSOL as the gap is varied.

The individual peaks are not the same height. This has been shown to be the case with Fabry
Perot devices that have been reviewed.9,10,33,35,36 The heights and widths of the peaks vary for
many reasons; the index of refraction changes with wavelength, the absorption/ reflection/
transmission in the metal changes with wavelength and the optical thickness of the support
material is different for different wavelengths.

7.6.5

Summary

The optical analysis has been complicated by the necessity of a strong support material to hold
the metal reflective surface. Since the support material is roughly the same size as the visible
light it interferes with the light, setting up a weakly resonant cavity that suppresses some of the
light in to the cavity. It should not alter the final result other than to proportionally decrease the
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transmission peak. With the correct selection of antireflective coating on the top side of the
device the effect should be minimal.
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8 Conclusion
An array of Fabry Perot devices has been modeled. A novel method of thermal out of plane
actuation has been created. The frequency response and thermal cross talk have been found to be
sufficient. The optical transmission is limited by the properties of the available materials.
Materials selection was limited by the optical, structural and thermal properties of the materials.
A metal reflector such as silver was a necessity for the consistent reflectance across the visible
spectrum. The best possible transmission through a Fabry Perot cavity with silver reflectors is .7
as determined by MacLeod.52 A decrease below this theoretical maximum will be caused by the
reflections in the support structure. The device design is flexible enough to accommodate any
number of different antireflective coatings with little effect to the mechanical movement. The
coatings must be able to withstand temperatures upward of 200 degees C without warping.
Ultimately the materials limit the feasibility of a Fabry Perot. Certainly an array of individually
tunable MEMS Fabry Perot devices can be constructed. The mechanical properties of which will
be sufficient for the task of tuning the device. A closed loop control system will be necessary for
precise control of the top mirror height. The optical issues are more difficult to overcome for the
entire visible spectrum. A much more efficient Fabry Perot could be constructed if the desired
pass band of the system were more restrictive.
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8.1

Further Work
1. An examination of more material possibilities may lead to better optical
performance. Using a doped polysilicon for the mirrors or for the legs could lead to a
simpler better performing device. A Fabry Perot with meta-materials would be
interesting.
2. A radiometric analysis could be done to determine if the losses in the device are
acceptable under expected conditions.
3. The optimum pixel size could be determined for a specific set of conditions. The
current device is easily scalable.
4. An analysis of the squeeze film damping effects could be completed.
5. An entirely new concept could be created. A different method of thermal actuation
or a new electrostatic design could be created. Packing density could be increased by
creating a different structure.
6. Mirror flatness is always an issue. The best way to achieve mirror flatness of λ/100
or under 10nm could be investigated. For this device making the mirror flater means
making the support structure thicker so it does not bend under pressure from the legs.
This thicker support material changes the optical properties of the Fabry Perot.
7. The possibility of combining an array of Fabry Perot devices with polarizers could
be explored.
Many of these questions may not be solved through modeling alone. It may be
necessary to build the device, produce measurements and refine the model in an
iterative fashion.
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Appendix A
COMSOL data for tunable single pixel Fabry Perot.
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